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As a public research university, Texas Tech advances knowledge 
through innovative and creative teaching, research, and scholarship. 
The university is dedicated to student success by preparing learners 
to be ethical leaders for a diverse and globally competitive workforce. 
The university is committed to enhancing the cultural and economic 
development of the state, nation, and world.
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FROM ITS VERY BEGINNING the Texas Tech University community has had a sense of destiny and an aware-ness of the impact it could and would 
have on Texas and the wider world. Originally 
named Texas Technological College, Texas Tech 
opened in 1925 with six buildings, four schools 
(Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, 
and Liberal Arts), and an enrollment of 914. 
Texas Tech grew rapidly after World War II, and 
in 1969 the Texas legislature approved a name 
change to Texas Tech University. In the years 
since, Texas Tech has grown to become the larg-
est comprehensive higher education institution 
in the western two-thirds of the state. As the 
only campus in Texas that is home to a major 
university, law school, and medical school, the 
university is the major institution of higher edu-
cation in a region larger than 46 of the nation’s 
50 states.
Today, Texas Tech continues to thrive, with 
more than 36,000 students enrolled in its 11 
colleges: Agricultural Sciences & Natural Re-
sources, Architecture, Arts & Sciences, Jerry S. 
Rawls College of Business, Education, Edward 
E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering, Honors 
College, Human Sciences, Media & Commu-
nication, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College 
of Visual & Performing Arts, and the Graduate 
School, as well as University Programs via the 
Provost’s Office. The institution’s goal is to enroll 
40,000 students by 2020.
Because of its educational scope and purpose, 
as well as the size of the region it serves, Texas 
Tech University operates in numerous Texas lo-
cations beyond the Lubbock campus. In all, the 
Texas Tech University System—which includes 
Texas Tech University, Angelo State University, 
Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, 
and Texas Tech University Health Sciences Cen-
ter at El Paso—has more than 44,000 students 
enrolled.
A B O U T  T E X A S  T E C H  U N I V E R S I T Y
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S I N C E  T E X A S  T E C H ’ S  F I R S T graduation ceremony in the spring of 1927, more than 200,000 undergraduate and graduate degrees have been awarded 
by the university. From these proud graduates 
have emerged captains of industry, world-re-
nowned surgeons, noted authors, famous singers, 
acclaimed teachers and professors, attorneys, en-
trepreneurs, agronomists, scientists, professional 
athletes, and countless others who have claimed 
positions of service and responsibility in a rapidly 
changing world.
Texas Tech University graduates have governed 
states, flown in space, served as Presidential cabi-
net members, won Olympic gold medals, served 
as ambassadors to foreign countries, acted on 
Broadway stages, won Pulitzer Prizes, served in 
Congress, led Fortune 500 companies, and been 
watched by millions on network television news.
Not all graduates will achieve fame and fortune 
in equal measure, but all Texas Tech graduates 
can point with pride to the solid academic prepa-
ration they received and the personal connec-
tions they made as Red Raiders. For beneath the 
spacious skies of West Texas and in the halls of 
brick and tile through which they strolled dur-
ing their time on campus, generations of Texas 
Tech students have been provided a foundation 
for success that is without parallel. As they take 
their first steps into careers that will see many of 
them literally change the world, they can remem-
ber with certainty one important fact about Texas 
Tech University:
From here, it’s possible.
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Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Commencement Address
Conferring of Degrees
Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates
Recognition of Outstanding Students  
Class of 2018
Charge to the Graduates
Alma Mater
    (Words on Back Cover)
Recessional*
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec 
President, Texas Tech University
Texas Tech Commencement Band
 Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor
Ms. Malikha Mayes
 Graduating with a Bachelor of Music
Mr. Tim Lancaster 
Vice Chairman, Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Mr. Jason Jenkins
 Senior Vice President, Communications and Community Affairs,  
Miami Dolphins
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean 
Provost and Senior Vice President
Dr. W. Brent Lindquist




 Graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Music
Texas Tech Commencement Band
C O M M E N C E M E N T  C E R E M O N Y
* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
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Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Commencement Address
Conferring of Degrees
Presentation of Doctoral and  
Master’s Degree Candidates
Recognition of Outstanding Students  
Class of 2018
Charge to the Graduates
Alma Mater  
(Words on Back Cover)
Recessional*
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec 
President, Texas Tech University
Texas Tech Commencement Band
 Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor
Ms. Jennifer Townsley
 Graduating with Master of Music
Mr. Jarrett Lujan
 Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Mr. Jason Jenkins
 Senior Vice President, Communications and Community Affairs,  
Miami Dolphins
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Dr. Mark A. Sheridan
 Vice Provost for Graduate and Postdoctoral Affairs; 
 Dean, Graduate School
Dr. Michael Galyean
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec 
Ms. Jennifer Townsley
  
Texas Tech Commencement Band
* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
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Saturday, May 19, 2018
9:00 a.m.
C O M M E N C E M E N T  C E R E M O N Y





Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Commencement Address
Conferring of Degrees
Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates
Recognition of Outstanding Students  
Class of 2018
Charge to the Graduates
Alma Mater
    (Words on Back Cover)
Recessional*
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec 
President, Texas Tech University
Texas Tech Commencement Band
 Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor
Ms. Sarah Mire
 Graduating with Bachelor of Music
Mr. Michael Lewis
 Vice Chairman, Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Mr. Jason Jenkins
 Senior Vice President, Communications and Community Affairs,  
Miami Dolphins
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean 
Provost and Senior Vice President
Dr. Margaret L. Williams
 Dean, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business
Dr. William F. Brown
 Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources 
Dr. Patrick Hughes  
(presenting University Studies and Wind Energy degrees)
 Associate Vice Provost, Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs
Dr. Noel Zahler




 Graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Music
Texas Tech Commencement Band
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Introduction of Commencement Speaker
Commencement Address
Conferring of Degrees
Presentation of Bachelor’s Degree Candidates
Recognition of Outstanding Students  
Class of 2018
Charge to the Graduates
Alma Mater  
(Words on Back Cover)
Recessional*
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec 
President, Texas Tech University
Texas Tech Commencement Band
 Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor
Ms. Sarah Mire
 Graduating with a Bachelor of Music
Mr. Jarrett Lujan
 Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Mr. Jason Jenkins
 Senior Vice President, Communications and Community Affairs,  
Miami Dolphins
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Michael Galyean 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Dr. Al Sacco, Jr.
 Dean, Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering
Dr. Robin Lock
 Vice Dean, College of Education
Dr. Clifton Ellis 
Associate Dean, College of Architecture
Dr. Michael San Francisco
 Dean, Honors College
Dr. Tim Dodd
 Associate Dean, College of Human Sciences
Dr. David Perlmutter 
 Dean, College of Media & Communication
Dr. Michael Galyean
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec 
Ms. Jennifer Townsley
 Graduating with a Master of Music
Texas Tech Commencement Band
* Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional
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C O M M E N C E M E N T  S P E A K E R
Jason Jenkins is in his 10th season with the Miami Dolphins, having served as Senior Vice President, Communications 
and Community Affairs since 2015. Jenkins oversees the orga-
nization’s front-facing brands, including media outreach, pub-
lic relations, digital and social media, and community efforts. 
Jenkins previously served as the team’s Vice President of Com-
munications. Prior to joining the Dolphins, Jenkins served in 
various roles within the public relations department of the San 
Francisco 49ers, joining that organization in 2002. 
During his time in the National Football League, Jenkins has 
been selected by the NFL to coordinate public relations for the 
Pro Bowl seven times (2003, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, and 
2012) and one time for the NFC Championship Game (2006). 
He has also conducted seminars at the Rookie Symposium 
and NFL Business Summit on media relations.
Prior to his move to the 49ers, Jenkins served as the Associ-
ate Athletics Director at Texas Southern University from 
1999–2002, and the Athletics Sales and Promotion Manager 
and Sports Communications Assistant at Lehigh University 
from 1997–1999. 
A native of Houston, Texas, Jenkins earned his bachelor’s 
degree in Broadcast Journalism from Texas Tech University in 
1997. Upon graduation, Jenkins worked in various positions 
within the athletics department at Texas Tech. In 2017, Jen-
kins was selected by faculty and alumni at Texas Tech Univer-
sity as an Outstanding Alumni Award winner. 
Jenkins resides in Coral Springs, Florida, with his wife Eliza-
beth and three children, Liya, Aiden and Sloane.
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CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE
Mr. Matthew Schlief, Chair  




Dr. Shane Blum 
Dr. Rhonda Boros 
Ms. Luciana Cavazos 
Dr. Julie Chang 
Dr. Danny Choi 
Mr. Don Collier
Dr. Fanni Coward
Dr. John Dawson 
Ms. Amiee Dixon 
Prof. Genevieve Durham 
Dr. Nadia Flores 
Dr. Kristi Gaines
Dr. Courtney Gibson
Mr. Samuel Gilbert 
Dr. Roxie Godfrey 
Mr. Ben Haugland 
Dr. Vijay Hegde 
Ms. Laura Heinz
Mr. Adam Howard 
Dr. Catherine Jai
Mr. Jesse Jou 
Mr. Sangram Khandagale 
Dr. David Klein 
Dr. Belinda Kleinhans 
Dr. Jonathan Marks 
Dr. Barent Mccool 
Ms. Shoen Montgomery 





Ms. Carrye Syma 
Mr. Jake Syma 
Dr. Marcus Tanner 
Dr. Leslie Thompson
Mr. Von Venhuizen 
Mr. Seth Warren-Crow 
Dr. Richard Watson
Ms. Lynn Whitfield
Ms. Feruzan Williams 
Dr. Aliza Wong 
COLLEGE READERS
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources –  
 Dr. Erica Irlbeck
Architecture – Mr. Darrick Wade
Arts & Sciences – Dr. David Roach,  
 Dr. Jorge Iber
Business – Mr. Derrick Ginter
Education – Dr. Douglas Hamman
Engineering – Mr. Derrick Ginter and 
 Dr. Tim Dallas
Graduate School – Dr. Erica Irlbeck, Dr. Bill 
 Gelber, and Dr. Robert Ricketts 
Honors College – Dr. James E. Brink
Human Sciences – Prof. Bill Gustafson
Media & Communication – Dr. Todd Chambers
University Programs – Dr. Marcus Tanner




Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources –  
    Ms. Savannah Chambers
Architecture – Ms. Anna Martinez-Lopez  
Arts & Sciences – Ms. Kim Mills 
Business – Ms. Geleah Sharp
Education – Ms. Karen Noles 
Engineering – Ms. Tonette Rittenberry 
Graduate School – Ms. Vanessa Bara 
Honors College – Ms. Cheyenne Belew
Human Sciences – Ms. Ashlee Brown
Media & Communication – 
     Ms. Julia Heard Witt
University Programs – Ms. Kacey Marshall
    and Ms. Amy Peterman 
Visual & Performing Arts – 
    Ms. Kathy Nordstrom
STUDENT BANNER BEARERS
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources –  
 Mr. Kaden Kent Hicks 
Architecture – Ms. Lean Hatim Fathi
Arts & Sciences – Ms. Miranda Lyn Dominick
Business – Ms. Kaitlin Frances York
Education – Ms. Lindsay Lorraine Teweleit
Engineering – Ms. Hattie Schunk
Graduate School – Mr. Kyle Gilliam
Human Sciences – Ms. Jodie Lockeby
Honors College
3:00 p.m. – Ms. Farah Fayzah Mechref
9:00 a.m. – Ms. Arianna Avalle
2:00 p.m. – Ms. Mary George Girgis
Media & Communication – Ms. Alana Krafsur 
University Programs – Ms. Jazirae Duncan 
Visual & Performing Arts –  
Ms. Maria Isabel Alvarado
FACULTY BANNER BEARERS 
3:00 p.m. – Erin Collopy, Ph.D. 
Professor of Classical and  
Modern Languages and Literatures, 
College of Arts & Sciences
7:00 p.m. – Leslie Thompson, Ph.D.
Professor of Animal and Food Sciences,  
College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
9:00 a.m. – Venugopal Mendu, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Plant and Soil Science 
College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
2:00 p.m. –David Driskill, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Architecture ,  
College of Architecture
LIBRARY BANNER BEARERS
3:00 p.m.– Mr. David Marshall
9:00 a.m. – Ms. Shelley Barba
2:00 p.m. –  Mr. Josh Salmans 
PROGRAM
This program was produced by the Office of 
the Provost in cooperation with the Convo-
cation Committee and the Office of Official 
Publications at Texas Tech University, Garrett 
McKinnon, Director, and Lindsay Hallowell, 
Administrator.
A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S
MUSIC ENSEMBLE
The commencement music ensemble is 
comprised of students from the Texas Tech 
University School of Music under the direc-
tion of Dr. Sarah McKoin. Their participation 
is funded through the auspices of the Office of 
the President, Texas Tech University. 
This program is an unofficial list of Spring 2018 
graduates and should not be used to determine 
a student’s academic or degree status. The actual 
award of honors reflected on a student’s diploma 
will be determined by the student’s final academic 
average. The university’s official registry for confer-
ral of degrees is the student’s permanent academic 
record kept by the Office of the Registrar.
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P R E S I D E N T I A L  M A C E
CROWNED BY A FLAME symbolizing the Light of Knowledge, the Texas Tech University Presidential Mace is the sym-bolic staff of the power and authority of the university. It is constructed of lathed and molded bronze that has been rubbed with a layer of 24K gold. The school crest is presented on either side directly under the flame. Hand-rubbed black walnut 
has been used for the connecting shafts. The mace was designed by Professor Robly A. Glover in the School of Art. Professor Glover’s 
artwork is on display throughout the United States and included in the permanent collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, The 
Yale Silver Collection, and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
Professor Robly A. Glover  
carries the Presidential Mace  
he designed for Texas Tech University 
MACE BEARERS
G raduate S cho ol  Ceremony
7:00 P.M., MAY 18 ............................................................STEVEN RICHARDS, PH.D. 
Professor of Psychological Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences
Undergraduate Ceremonies
3:00 P.M., MAY 18 ........................................................................ RON MILAM, PH.D.
Associate Professor of History 
College of Arts & Sciences
9:00 A.M., MAY 19 ...........................................................JONATHAN MARKS, D.F.A.
Professor of Acting 
Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts
2:00 P.M., MAY 19 ........................................................... DELIA CARRIZALES, PH.D.
Assistant Professor of Teacher Education 
College of Education
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DOC TOR OF EDUC ATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Christopher Gene Dulin
Dissertation: Exploring the Relationship  
Between Professional Learning Communities  
and the Growth in Teaching Quality and  
Student Achievement
Major Professor: Fernando Valle
HIGHER EDUCATION 
ADMINISTRATION
Bennie L. Bellvin, Jr.
Dissertation: Implementation of the  
Administrative Policies and Procedures of  
the Post 9/11 GI Bill: An Instrumental Case  
Study Analysis of Community College  
Veterans Affairs Administrators
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones
Tashemia V. Jones
Dissertation: Community College Peer Leaders:  
A Collective Case Study of their Development  
in Leadership Self-Efficacy, Social Integration,  
and College Success
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones
Carvis Junious
Dissertation: Exploring African-American Male 
College Students’ First-year Experience with  
Success: Understanding Supports and Challenges
Major Professor: Dave Louis
Carlos L. Margo
Dissertation: The Impact of Community  
College Workforce Training on Economic  
Development: A Correlation Analysis
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones
Deirdre Hinkle Reyna
Dissertation: Community College Women  
Leaders’ Experiences of the Role of Leadership 
Development Programs in Advancing to the  
Presidency: A Phenomenological Study
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones
Lauren Claire Sebel
Dissertation: Accommodating Post-traumatic 
Stress Disorder and Traumatic Brain Injury in 
Student Veterans at Texas Community Colleges: A 
Collective Case Study Analysis of the Experiences 
and Perceptions of Disability Service Practitioners
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones
Jamie S. Tucker
Dissertation: Community College Radiologic 
Technology Student Perceptions of and  
Experiences with Simulation-enhanced  
Educational Activities
Major Professor: Stephanie J. Jones
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Diane Elizabeth Case
Dissertation: Differences in Student Performance 
Between Linear and Spatial Discussion Boards  
for Debate and Topical Discussions
Major Professor: Jongpil Cheon
DOC TOR OF MUSIC AL ARTS 
MUSIC
Timothy Michael Angel
Dissertation: Tintinnabuli: Development  
and Analysis through Arvo Pärt’s Fratres
Major Professor: John Gilbert
Santiago Baena Florez
Dissertation: The Influence of Colombian Folk 
Music in Mejia Vallejo’s Suite Criolla and Rebelo 
Burbano’s Suite in 3/4 Clarinet and String Quartet
Major Professor: David Shea
Heidi Kay Begay
Dissertation: Flute 360: A Podcast for  
the Modern-day Musician
Major Professor: Lisa Garner Santa
Jeffery Herman Goolsby
Dissertation: A Pilgrimage Triptych: A Conduc-
tor’s Guide to Three Contemporary Choral Works
Major Professor: John Hollins
Benjamin Grant Harper
Dissertation: A Transcription of Mirabai Songs 
(1982) by John Harbison for Soprano (or Mezzo-
Soprano) and Chamber Winds and Percussion
Major Professor: Sarah McKoin
Samuel Jacob Hood
Dissertation: The Flutist’s MAPP (Movement 
Applications for Practice and Performance):  
A Dalcrozian Approach to Flute Pedagogy 
Major Professor: Lisa Santa
The doctoral degree is the most advanced earned degree conferred by American institutions of higher learning. The doctorate usu-
ally represents prolonged periods of advanced study culminating in a dissertation intended to contribute substantially to the body 
of knowledge on the subject. The most widely sought doctorate is the Doctor of Philosophy, which no longer has an implication of 
philosophy as the major field of study but represents advanced research in any of the major fields of knowledge.
The master’s degree is an academic honor bestowed upon students who have successfully completed work beyond the baccalaure-
ate. Both a thesis and an oral examination are usually but not always required. When applicable, the graduate’s thesis topic is listed.
Meiling Jin
Dissertation: Eastern Martial Arts Meet Piano 
Pedagogy: Bringing Taijiquan Insights and  
Practice to Piano Preparation and Performance
Major Professor: Stacey Jocoy
Elyse Tamara Kahler
Dissertation: Perspectives, an Original  
Composition for Chamber Ensemble,  
Dancers, and Video; and a Monograph — an  
Undergraduate Composition Curriculum
Major Professor: Peter Fischer
Christine Renee Kralik
Dissertation: Mozart’s Prussian Quartets:  
An All-encompassing Guide to the Composition 
of the Quartets and the Cello’s Influence  
in their Structure
Major Professor: Jeffrey Lastrapes
Robert Leslie Luther
Dissertation: Trumpet Ensemble Composition and 
Arranging: Applications, Strategies, and Current 
Composer Perspectives
Major Professor: Andrew Stetson
Kathryn Haney Parsley
Dissertation: The Use of 21st Century  
Techniques and Technology as Compared  
to the Intentions of Giuseppe Verdi
Major Professor: Gerald Dolter
James Robert Pendell
Dissertation: Steve Houghton: Percussion  
Artist, Pedagogue, and Leader
Major Professor: Lisa Rogers
Ryan Arthur Person
Dissertation: The Male Chorus Part Songs of  
Josef Rheinberger: A Conductor’s Study
Major Professor: John Hollins
Sally Elaine Podrebarac
Dissertation: An Examination of Vissarion  
Shebalin’s Concertino for Horn Op. 14, No. 2
Major Professors: Christopher M. Smith and  
Lisa Rogers
Megan Leigh Poppe
Dissertation: A Schenkerian Approach to the  
J.S. Bach G Minor Fugue for Solo Violin
Major Professor: John Gilbert
C A N D I D A T E S  F O R  G R A D U A T E  D E G R E E S
G R A D U A T E  C A N D I D A T E S
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Xin Wang
Dissertation: The Creative Piano Studio: Using 
Technology to Enrich Teaching and Learning
Major Professor: Lora Deahl
Kevin Randall Young
Dissertation: Brass Quintet Tuning: A New 
Method to Promote Ensemble Intonation
Major Professor: Kevin Wass
DOC TOR OF PHILOSOPHY
AGRICULTURAL AND  
APPLIED ECONOMICS
Kwaku Dei Antwi
Dissertation: Essays in Rural Household  
Food Security and Nutrition in Ghana
Major Professor: Conrad Lyford
Rezgar Mostafa Mohammed
Dissertation: Essays on Differentiated  
Yogurt Market in the United States
Major Professor: Olga Murova
AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS  
AND EDUCATION
Kyle C. Gilliam
Dissertation: Effects of Question Difficulty and 
Post-question Wait-time on Psychophysiological 
Responses and Post-treatment Exam of  
Agricultural Education Majors
Major Professor: Matt Baker
Caitlin Frederick Jackson
Dissertation: Job Satisfaction and Stress of County 
Extension Agents in Texas and the Relationships 
Between Work Engagement, Work-life Balance, 
and Occupational Commitment of Early and  
Mid-career Professionals. 
Major Professor: Rudy Ritz 
Sarahi De Los Angeles Morales Vanegas
Dissertation: Considerations for Food  
Security Interventions
Major Professor: Todd Brashears
Garrett Michael Steede
Dissertation: A Multi-method Study of the  
Influence of Online and Traditional Media on 
Public Opinion of Antibiotic Use in Livestock
Major Professor: Courtney Myers
ANIMAL SCIENCE
Matthias Thecle Bougreau
Dissertation: Texas High Plains American  
Viticulture Area, from Vineyards to Wines:  
Natural Microflora and its Potential  
in Wine Identity
Major Professor: Guy Loneragan
Glenna Michelle Pirner
Dissertation: Behavioral, Physiological, and 
Neurological Influences of Pheromones and 
Interomones in Domestic Dogs 
Major Professor: John McGlone
BIOLOGY
Sergio Alejandro Balaguera Reina
Dissertation: Natural History of the American 
Crocodile in a Tropical Pacific Island in  
Panama, Central America
Major Professor: Lou Densmore
Arnab Ghosh
Dissertation: Gene Annotation and Small RNA 
Characterization in the Saltwater Crocodile: 
Crocodylus Porosus
Major Professor: David Ray
Drake M. Smith
Dissertation: Inosine Production and  
Cytoprotective Activity in a Gradient Model  
of Breast Cancer Hypoxia Nutrient  
Exclusion (CHyNe)
Major Professor: Lauren Gollahon
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Olivia Marguerite Aronson
Dissertation: Entrepreneurship and  
Corporate Social Performance: An  
Exploration of Key Relationships
Major Professor: Keith Brigham
Yuanyuan Guo
Dissertation: The Effect of Clawback  
on Managerial Use of Expectations  
Management and Market Consequences
Major Professor: Derek Oler
Blair Brackin Marquardt
Dissertation: Two Essays on the Governance Role 
of Blockholders who sit on the Board of Directors
Major Professor: Denton Collins
Xu Niu
Dissertation: Three Essays in Corporate Finance
Major Professor: Brett Myers
Kiran Kumar Pedada
Dissertation: Two Studies on the Determinants 
and Effects of International Marketing Joint  
Venture Dissolutions in an Emerging Market
Major Professor: Mayukh Dass
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Srinivasan Raman
Dissertation: Performance Improvement  
Methodologies for Proton Exchange  
Membrane Fuel Cells
Major Professor: Raghunathan Rengasamy
Heedong Yoon
Dissertation: Viscoelastic and Glass Transition 
Behavior of Organic and Inorganic Materials  
at the Nano and Micro Scale
Major Professor: Gregory McKenna
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Maeghan Marie Brundrett
Dissertation: Investigations into the Fate and 
Occurrence of Chlorate in the Environment: 
Implications for Oxy-Chlorine Species  
on Mars and Earth
Major Professor: Andrew Jackson
Blake Conrad Kronkosky
Dissertation: An Engineer’s Guide for Estimating 
1-Day, 100-Year Rainfall Depths in Texas
Major Professor: Theodore Cleveland 
Yue Li
Dissertation: Redox Transformation of  
Aqueous Contaminants Mediated  
by Interfacial Iron Species
Major Professor: Weile Yan
Caroline M. Neale
Dissertation: Development and Delivery  
of Server-side Water Resource Models  
Using Web-based Interfaces
Major Professor: Theodore Cleveland
Haley A. Schneider
Dissertation: Delineation of Groundwater Velocity, 
Contaminant Concentrations, Geochemistry, and 
Microbial Communities in the Saturated Subsur-
face using a High Resolution Passive Profiler
Major Professor: Andrew Jackson
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Dee-Anna Green
Dissertation: Hispanic First-generation  
University College Students and their  
High School Experiences
Major Professor: Charles Crews
COUPLE, MARRIAGE, AND  
FAMILY THERAPY
Rachael Anne Dansby
Dissertation: Multi-method Process Analyses  
of Attachment Style Change in Adulthood
Major Professor: Stephen Fife
Fei Shen
Dissertation: Attachment, Coping and  
Long-term Outcomes of Child Sexual Abuse
Major Professor: Kristy Soloski
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Carol Anne Cao
Dissertation: Mindfulness for Science and  
Math Special Education Teachers: Perceived  
Value in Coping with Stress and Burnout
Major Professor: Jessica Gottlieb
Mario Ceralde Isidro
Dissertation: The Effects of High versus Low 
Structure Cooperative Learning in  
Undergraduate Elementary Education Classes
Major Professor: Fanni Coward 
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Zhengyu Peng
Dissertation: Development of Portable  
Radar Systems for Short-range  
Localization and Life Tracking
Major Professor: Changzhi Li
Hua Xie
Dissertation: Interpreting and Quantifying  
Whole-brain Dynamic Functional Connectivity 
Major Professor: Sunanda Mitra
ENGLISH
Joshua Jared Cowan
Dissertation: Envisioning Latinx America:  
Neoliberalism, Multiculturalism, and the  
Politics of Spectatorship
Major Professor: Scott Baugh
Ashley Mag Gabbert 
Dissertation: Blow: Poems
Major Professor: John Poch
Michael Smyth Lemon
Dissertation: Writing from the Margins:  
Transregional Approaches to Fin de Siécle  
American Literature
Major Professor: Sara Spurgeon
Scott Russell Morris
Dissertation: Speaking of Dinner: Essays
Major Professor: Jacqueline Kolosvov
ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY
Shanoy Anderson
Dissertation: Development of a Liquid-liquid, 
Solid-phase Extraction (SPE), LC-MS/MS Ana-
lytical Method for Qualitative and Quantitative 
Drug Residue Analysis in White-tailed Deer
Major Professor: Ernest Smith
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Michael Joel Crites
Dissertation: Speed Differences during  
Two-handed Tasks: Bimanual versus  
Intermanual Coordination and the  
Effect of Practice
Major Professor: Patricia DeLucia
Ethan James Marcel Dahl
Dissertation: I Can Think if it Helps Me  
Belong: Analytical Thinking is Not  
Always Impaired After Exclusion
Major Professor: Zachary Hohman
Ashalee Christine Hurst
Dissertation: The Effect of Economic Scarcity  
on Women’s Direct Aggression Toward  
Ovulating Women
Major Professor: Jessica Alquist
Samuel J. Levulis
Dissertation: Effects of Cell Phone Use on Left 
Turn Across Path Judgments: Identifying Critical 
Informational Sources and Attentional  
Resources Necessary for Safe Driving
Major Professor: Patricia De Lucia
FINE ARTS
Kenna Renee Higgins
Dissertation: Shakespeare’s of Our Own Speak: 
Methods and Acting Adaptations of LDS Actors
Major Professor: Jonathan Marks
Adam Harris Smith
Dissertation: Mindfulness and the Musician:  
Case-studies of an 8-week Meditation Class  
for University Music Students
Major Professor: Carla Cash
Julie Kaye Ullery Sorensen
Dissertation: From Pedagogy to Podium:  
An Analysis of Doctoral Orchestra Conducting 
Curricula and Their Responsiveness to Entry 
Level Orchestral Conducting
Major Professor: Eric Fried
DeRon S. Williams
Dissertation: Perspective, Power, Potential:  
An Assessment Study of NAST Accredited  
Historically Black College and  
University Theatre Programs
Major Professor: Mark Charney
GEOSCIENCES
Changjie Liu
Dissertation: Bulk and Position-specific  
Isotope Geochemistry of Light  
Hydrocarbons from Natural sp Gases
Major Professor: Juske Horita
HIGHER EDUCATION RESEARCH
Patricia Marie Pal
Dissertation: Women University Presidents’  
Perceptions of Legitimacy: Intersections with 
Career Pathways, Fit Within Institutional  
Culture, and Leadership Styles
Major Professor: Valerie Paton
Beverly Cotton Shuford
Dissertation: Responsibility Center  
Management Budgeting: Analysis of  
Financial and Academic Measures at  
Paired State Institutions
Major Professor: Valerie Paton
HISTORY
Austin Travis Wheeler
Dissertation: A Turgid and Turbulent Affair: 
Politics and the Public Sphere in Spain  
During the Reign of Isabel II
Major Professor: Aliza Wong
HOSPITALITY ADMINISTRATION
John Umit Palabiyik
Dissertation: Ethnic Restaurant Corporatization: 
A Case Study on Turkish Cuisine
Major Professor: Jingxue Yuan
Beth Ann Wiggs
Dissertation: Investigating the Impact of  
Professional Development of Global STEM  
Education on Teacher Self-efficacy and  
Instructional Practice: A Multiple Case Study
Major Professor: Jessica Gottlieb
Shannon Leigh Wright Sahabi
Dissertation: More than Global Mindedness:  
A Mixed Method Exploration of a U.S.-Mexico 
Collaboration Project on American Secondary 
Students’ Understanding of Global Food  
Supply and 21st Century Skills
Major Professor: Rebecca Hite
ECONOMICS
Funda Dogruer
Dissertation: Essays on Fiscal and Monetary  
Policy with Informational Frictions
Major Professor: Salem Abozaid
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Ashley Marie Clark
Dissertation: Suspensions, Expulsions, and 
Arrests: Examining the Presence of Law Enforce-
ment Officers and Mental Health Professionals
Major Professor: Lucy Barnard-Brak
Daria Bashkina Cochran
Dissertation: Cost-Benefit Analysis of the  
Windham School District’s Correctional  
CTE Program
Major Professor: Todd Little
Jacob Dee Curtis
Dissertation: On Using Machine  
Learning to Predict Recidivism
Major Professor: Eugene Wang
Brittany Kathleen Gorrall
Dissertation: Application of Latent Variable  
Modeling to Evaluate Engagement and  
Institutional Commitment of Military-affiliated 
Students in Higher Education
Major Professor: Todd Little
Laura A. Renken
Dissertation: The Efficacy of Accelerated Reader  
as a Reading Comprehension Intervention:  
A Meta-Analysis Review
Major Professor: Tara Stevens
Katie Elizabeth Runyon
Dissertation: Psychometric Properties of the 
Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional  
Disorders (SCARED) in Native American  
Children and Adolescents
Major Professor: Lucy Barnard-Brak
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Carlos De Niz Pérez Negrón
Dissertation: Machine Learning Algorithms  
for Genetic and Functional Characterization  
Based Predictive Modeling
Major Professor: Ranadip Pal
G R A D U A T E  C A N D I D A T E S
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HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND  
FAMILY STUDIES
Jennifer Kathryn Chapman
Dissertation: Assessment and Prediction of  
Positive and Negative Dimensions of  
Early Sibling Relationships
Major Professor: Sybil Hart
Brandon James Logan
Dissertation: Effect of Nonresident Father Identity 
Commitment, Involvement, and Supportiveness 
on Maternal Child Maltreatment: Possible  
Protective Role and Pathways of Influence
Major Professor: Malinda Colwell
Holly Dawn Wright
Dissertation: Preschool Teachers’ Efficacy and 
Beliefs about Children’s Social Development: 
Potential Impacts on Interactions and  
Structure in the Classroom Environment
Major Professor: Malinda Colwell
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Fuda Ning
Dissertation: Ultrasonic Vibration Assisted  
Manufacturing of High-performance Materials




Dissertation: Practical Analyses of Some  
Consequences of Theories of  
Historic Preservation
Major Professor: Kenneth Ketner
MATHEMATICS
Dhanamalee Kanchana Bandara
Dissertation: A Neighborhood Hypothesis Test  
for High Dimensional Object Data Analysis
Major Professor: Leif Ellingson
Sara Calandrini
Dissertation: Fluid-structure Interaction  
Simulations for Medical Applications
Major Professor: Eugenio Aulisa
Giacomo Capodaglio
Dissertation: Multigrid Methods for Finite  
Element Applications with Arbitary-level  
Hanging Node Configurations
Major Professor: Eugenio Aulisa
Krystin Elizabeth Steelman Huff
Dissertation: Modeling the Early Stages of  
Within-host Viral Infection and Clinical  
Progression of Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome
Major Professor: Linda Allen and Edward Allen
S Pedi Durayalage Sanjeewa Saman Kumara  
 Karunarathna
Dissertation: Customized Contact Lens  
Design for Regular and Irregular Vision 
Major Professor: Ram Iyer
Simon Andrew Rush
Dissertation: Real-time Simulation of Fluid 
Flow Based on Sensor Data Using ODE 
Constrained Optimization
Major Professor: Kevin Long
Wei Zhang
Dissertation: Analytic Continuation of Laurent 
Series to Domains of Minimal Capacity
Major Professor: Alexander Solynin
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Çağri Mert Bakirci-Taylor
Dissertation: An Analysis of Evolutionary  
Algorithm Parameters to estimate the Behavior  
of the Algorrithmic Evolution: A Case Study 
Using Line Following Robots and Simulations
Major Professor: Burak Aksak
Nader Laal Dehghani
Dissertation: Understanding Microstructure 
Deformation of Particle Laden Interfaces using 
Stokesian Dynamics Simulations
Major Professor: Gordon Christopher
Jilong Wang
Dissertation: Ionic Hydrogels as  
Wearable Electronics
Major Professor: Jingjing Qiu
MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
Steven John Holiday
Dissertation: “I See What's Happening Here”: The 
Influence of Parental Advertising Mediation in 
Children's Development of Persuasion Knowledge
Major Professor: Eric Rasmussen
Hark Shin Kim
Dissertation: Serious Games: The Role of  
Perspective Taking, Presence, and Personal  
Distress in Reducing Stigma Towards  
People with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Major Professor: Erik Bucy
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Soni Khandelwal
Dissertation: Cytotoxicity of Se-labled Antibodies 
and Selenofolate against Triple Negative  
Breast Cancer Cell Lines MDA-MB-231  
and MDA-MB-468
Major Professor: Julian Spallholtz
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Cagla Yildirim
Dissertation: Three Essays on Women  
and Retirement
Major Professor: Charlene Kalenkoskl
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Raymond Avwenaghogho Eghorieta
Dissertation: Transient Gas and High Viscosity 
Liquid Intermittent Flow in Horizontal and  
Near-horizontal Pipes
Major Professor: Ekarit Panacharoensawad
Dian Fan
Dissertation: Fluids Transport in  
Heterogeneous Shale Rocks
Major Professor: Amin Ettehadtavakkol
Ali Jamali
Dissertation: Improving Recovery from Mature 
Oil Fields in the West Texas Permian Basin
Major Professor: Amin Ettehadtavakkol
PHYSICS
Maged Faihan A. Alotaibi
Dissertation: Laser-based Dual-space Microscopy
Major Professor: Luis Grave de Peralta
Christopher M. Stanley
Dissertation: Heat Flow and Kaptiza  
Resistance Across a Si|SiO2 Interface:  
A First-principles Study
Major Professor: Stefan Estreicher
PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Haydee Echevarria Laza
Dissertation: Interactive Effects of Elevated [CO2], 
Water Deficit, and Thermal Stress, on Peanut 
Physiology and Productivity
Major Professor: Venugopal Mendu
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Nicholas Barry Creel II
Dissertation: In God we Trust…and Caesar, too?
Major Professor: Frank Thames
Sivagaminathan Palani
Dissertation: Party System Regionalization,  
Socioeconomic Outcomes, and  
Ethnic Conflicts in India
Major Professor: Frank Thames
Surachanee Sriyai
Dissertation: Weaving the Web: Internet,  
Mobilization, and Contentious  
Political Movements
Major Professor: Stephen Meserve
SPANISH
Michael Lee Martínez, Jr.
Dissertation: Beyond Borders: Gonzalo  
Torrente Ballester, La saga/fuga de J.B.,  
and the Construction of Literary Fields
Major Professor: Carmen Pereira-Muro
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Mohanna Abdelaziz M. Almohanna
Dissertation: Perceptions of Students Who  
Are Blind or Visually Impaired Regarding 
Accessibility, Usability, and Navigation 
of Online University Coursework
Major Professor: Rona Pogrund
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Batool Taleb Alsayedhassan
Dissertation: Training Parents of Children with 
Autism to Implement the Picture Exchange Com-
munication Intervention by Using Bug-in-Ear
Major Professor: Devender Banda
Laura Helen Brown
Dissertation: Evaluating Instructional  
Modalities in an Undergraduate  
Introductory Special Education Course
Major Professor: Robin Lock
SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING  
MANAGEMENT
Lewis Achinkeh Njualem
Dissertation: Exploring the Effects of Enterprise 
Resource Planning Systems on Direct Procure-
ment in Upstream Asset-intensive Industries
Major Professor: Milton Smith
Phillip Scott Mueller  
Dissertation: Factors Impacting the Individual 
Adoption of Six Sigma Tools and Methodology
Major Professor: Jennifer Cross
Deborah Ann Pedraza
Dissertation: The Relationship Between  
Course Assignments and Academic  
Performance: An Analysis of Predictive  
Characteristics of Student Performance
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides
Samuel Pierre-Louis
Dissertation: Development of a Technology 
Valuation Model for the Measurement of  
User Perceptions and Alignment with the  
Organizational Technology Decision
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides
Felix Vasquez
Dissertation: Factors Influencing the Adoption  
of Inter-organizational Information Systems  
in the U.S. Residential Construction Industry
Major Professor: Mario Beruvides
Silky Sze Ki Wong
Dissertation: Knowledge Collaboration:  
Enablers and Impact on Practicing Engineers




Dissertation: Urban Planning as Public Technical 
Communication and Local Knowledge Work
Major Professor: Kristen Moore
Samuel B. Howard
Dissertation: The Comparative Usability of 
Instructor Feedback Given in Three Modes:  
Screencast, Audio, and Written
Major Professor: Brian Still
Anthony Chase Mitchell
Dissertation: Tracing Economic Sustainability  
in the Global Coffee Trade: The Rhetoric  
of the International Coffee Organization
Major Professor: Rich Rice
Ian Robert Weaver
Dissertation: Participatory Design in Distributed 
Systems: A Case Study of Mediated Participation 
Among Meteorologists and Citizens
Major Professor: Kristen Moore
WILDLIFE, AQUATIC AND WILDLANDS 
SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Britt Windsor Smith
Dissertation: Fire Ecology of Rangeland  
Arthropods in the Southern Great Plains
Major Professor: Robin Verble
MASTER OF AGRIBUSINESS
Kasey Anne Sorrells














Samantha Jean de Santos
Thesis: Variation in the Micro-profiles of  
Machete Cutmarks: An Application of  
Microcomputed Tomography
Gertrude Burke Kilgore
Thesis: Maya Household Identity and  
Domestic Activity Areas at Courtyard D-4,  
Chan Chich, Belize
Darci Jaye Klebeck
Thesis: Patterns of Osteoarthritis in an  
Early Agricultural Society: Relationship  
with Growth and Stature
Kimberly Michelle Price
Patrick Allan Thomas
Thesis: Marginalization and Legitimization  
Within the Catalyst Fight Church Community
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Jorge De La Cruz, Jr.
ECONOMICS





Thesis: Power and Representation: Language, 
Trauma, and Mourning in Post 9/11 Literature
Keela Dee Cooper
Jonelle Marie Frazier
Thesis: Subversive Realities: Magical Realism  
as a Decolonial Agent in Speculative Fiction
Lance Glen Lomax
McKenzie Peck
Thesis: The Tail of the Manuscript: The Editorial 
Transformation of the Bob-Line in  
Chaucer’s The Tale of Sir Thopas
Jacquelline Fatihe Price
Amelia Margo Reyes
Thesis: Understanding American Identity: The 
Significance of American Expatriatism and  
Hollywood in the Works of F. Scott Fitzgerald
Matthew Brock Stigler
Thesis: Desires and Despots: A Manual Memoir
HISTORY
Katherine Avilla Holt
Thesis: Texas Treasures: Sea Turtle Conservation 
and Padre Island National Seashore
David A. Scherer
Thesis: The Secret War in the Far East:  
American Espionage in China and the  
Establishment of AGFRTS
Courtney Elyse Slavin
Thesis: Arbiters of Identity: Remembering  












Khaleel Mahmoud Khaleel Absual
Nicholas Daniel Acosta
Faisal Hamad Alharbi
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Brittany Carol Proffitt
Thesis: Securitas et Claves Gabiorum:  
A Social and Proprietary Analysis of  
the Imperial Roman Keys Excavated at Gabii
Braden Paul Russell








Thesis: The Social Determinants of Health and 








Thesis: A Survey of Screen-based Device Use by 











Katie Lynn Hudson  
Daniel Dwight Payne




Brittany Dawn Lancaster  
Thesis: The Mediating Effect of Self-esteem  
on the Relationship Between Parenting  
Practices and Hope
Babetta Betsy Mathai  
Thesis: The Relationship Between Maternal 
Depression, Anxiety and Social Anxiety  
Symptoms and Psychological Control
Allison Rose Morton  
Thesis: The Relation Between Parental  
Psychological Control and Youth  






Jose Antonio Garcia Machado
Sergio Hernandez Lopez
Violeta del Carmen Rodriguez Arias
SOCIOLOGY
Jessica Louisa Adame
Thesis: The Effects of Intimate Partner  
Violence on Academic Success
Miara Lachaz Cave
Thesis: The Legacy of Slavery and its Impact  
on Conspicuous Consumption: A Study  
about Identity and Financial Habits
Azmal Hossan
Thesis: Climate Change, Household Amenities, 
and Women’s Nutritional Status in Bangladesh
Lauren Elizabeth Newmyer
Thesis: Longitudinal and Contagion Effects  
of Campus Carry on Faculty and Students  
at a Large Southwestern State University
Lillian Dawn Peña
Thesis: Childhood Violence, Academic  
Stress, and Dating Violence




























Vinnie Miguel del Mundo
Dylan P. Delaney
David Ysmael Faz












Jason D. Mamed 
Marilyn Mathew
Ryan McKee
Joseph Bailey McShane IV 
Garrett Bradley Merket
Madison Marie Mitrione
Zachary Quinten Mortensen 








Cristina Rebekah Puga 
Jaffar Raza
Alexander G. Saadi
Jody Brandon Shields 
Anthony Ryan Skeen 
Andrew Caleb Smith




Jesus Armando Torres 
Long Tran
Christian Robert Tulio
Jerry George Vettemthadathil 
Brittany Michelle Vincitore
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CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Majed B. Alanazi
Thesis: The Impact of Using Communicative 




















































Thesis: Title IX Coordinators and Investigators 
















Regina Garcia Bundoc Baronia









Reba Faye Durst 
Betty Sue Ford 
Abigail Daphene Frazier
Chelsea BreAnne Galbraith
Gayla Michelle Garnes Moore






























Marc-Anthony Burk Puente 
Kelly A. Ramirez
Patricia Arlene Rasmussen 
Jennifer Paige Rodriguez
Amanda Lynn Salinas
Taylor Hastings Schley 
Melissa Anne Schwartz
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MASTER OF MUSIC
Robin Ayax Aldana
Thesis: Pax for Tenor Voice, Baritone Voice,  
Bass Voice and Full Orchestra Based on a  






Thesis: Polymodal Diatonicism in José Pablo 
Moncayo’s Tierra de Temporal
Andrew Charles Schoen
Diego Elías Silva Aguilera
Mauricio Starosta
Jennifer Claire Townsley
Issac Sabino Vargas García
William Edgar Wilkinson
MASTER OF  
MUSIC EDUC ATION
Rodolfo Leal III
MASTER OF PUBLIC  
ADMINISTR ATION






AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED  
ECONOMICS
Emad Saleh F. Aljohani
Taylor Adair Black
Thesis: The Impacts of Water Management  
on Cotton Production and Sustainability  
in the Texas High Plains
Jayci Danielle Cave
Thesis: Analysis of the Impact of the Round Bale 
Harvesting Technology on Optimal Gin Industry 
Structure on the Texas Southern High Plains
Manori Nimanthika Lokuge Dona
Thesis: Household Food Consumption and 




Thesis: Domestic Subsidies and Agricultural  




Thesis: Knowledge and Perceptions of U.S. Beef ® 
Producers on the Certified Angus Beef Program
Sinclaire Elise Dobelbower
Thesis: Framing the Future of the Ogallala: A 
Comparative Content Analysis of Agricultural  
and Mainstream Media Publications
Lauren Avery Giuliani
Thesis: Beyond the Arena: A Three-part Study of 
Communications Efforts in the Sport of Rodeo
Kallie Jo Kastenson
Shelby Rhea Maresca
Thesis: A Content Analysis of Social Media 
Engagement in Communication Efforts  






Thesis: Perceptions of Secondary School Counsel-
ors Toward Agricultural Education in Texas
Samantha Jo Voges
Thesis: Early-career Agricultural Science  




Thesis: Short Term Dynamic Fluid Environment 
Exposure as a Promoter of Embryo Development
Emily Michelle Davis 
Thesis: Impacts of Feeding Various Milk  
Replacer Supplements on the Health and  
Performance of High-risk Dairy Calves
Nicholas Cade Hardcastle
Thesis: The Effect of Finishing Diet on Carcass 
Composition and Consumer Perception of 
Enhanced and Non-Enhanced Honduran Beef
Jillian Taylor Milopoulos
Thesis: Duration of Exposure to a  
High-concentrate Diet Prior to Pasture-finishing 
Affects Palatability of Beef Strip Loin Steaks
Kara Marie Nyquist
Thesis: Evaluation of Palatability Through  
Objective and Subjective Measures  





Thesis: Horizontal Channel Lengths of  






Thesis: The Effect of Whisper Calls on  
Settlement Decisions in Female Veeries 
(Catharus fuscescens)
Maheshika Udayangani Manike Herath  
 Mudiyanselage
Thesis: Creation of Transgenic Cotton 
Overexpressing Salt Tolerant PP2A-C5  
and Salt/Drought Tolerant AVP1
David Dwight Lakey  
Garrett Perry Weiberg
Thesis: Retention of Visible Implant Elastomer 







Thesis: Computational and Functional  














Thesis: Determination of Structure of  
Mre11-Rad50 Complex Bound to DNA  
Double Strand Break by NMR Spectroscopy
Xinyue Liang
Thesis: The Effect of Different Types of  
Graphite and Ionic Liquids on the  
Properties of Carbon Paste Electrodes
Ankit Pandey
Thesis: Using Wavelets to Compute the  
Vibrational States of OCHOCO+
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Meznah Abdullah Alamro
Athaa Bader M. Alotaibi
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Thesis: Species Distribution Modelling of Aeges 
aegypti and Aedes albopictus in the United  
States with an Emphasis on Current and  
Predicted Distribution in Texas
Darryll Oliver
Alexander Nicholas Wilson-Fallon
Thesis: Determining Insecticide Resistance  













Thesis: Influence of Packaging System  
and Muscle Type on Beef Flavor
FORENSIC SCIENCE
Lauren Alyssa Alejandro
Thesis: The Evaluation of Canine Training Aids 
over Time on Working Dog Performance
Leslie Ethan Dodson
Silas K. Kemboi
Thesis: Hand Odor Volatiles and Drug Abuse:  
A Pilot Study Using a Chemically-dependent 
Target Group
Kashmiere N. McGee
Thesis: Human Skeletal Evidence: Perspectives for 
Narcotrafficking Group Identification Through 




Thesis: Measuring Vulnerability to Extreme  
Heat in Lubbock, Texas Using a Heat  
Vulnerability Index
Gregory Dagobert Williams II
Thesis: Tall City Boomtown: A Study of the  




Thesis: Controls on Fracture Distributions  
Within Regional, km-Scale Folds
HORTICULTURE SCIENCE
Jason Philip Grams




HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND  
FAMILY STUDIES
Elizabeth Davila
Thesis: The Effects of Microaggressions on the 
Attitudes of Education and Level of Education  





Paul Lewis Sims, Sr.
Wasana Subashini Warnakulasooriya
KINESIOLOGY
Maria Isabela Baytion Aurellado
Thesis: Balance Perception, Balance Skills  
and Physical Activity among Non-obese  
and Obese Females
Ahalee Claire Cathey
Thesis: The Effect of the Upright Posture  
Trainer on Muscular Endurance and Fatigue





Thesis: Effects of the Upright™ Posture Training 
Program on the Spinal Angles and Self-esteem  
in College Aged Students
Gabriel Ignacio Medellin
Kerbi Lauren Miller
Jessica Miranda Camargo de Lima
Brecka Kae Moore
Scott David Ramsey V
Ashley D'Shaun Sandoval
Hunter Wayne Turnipseed
Thesis: Pain as a Barrier to Physical Activity in 
Severe Obesity and the Alter-G Antigravity  
Treadmill as a Potential Therapeutic Tool
Steven Brookes Wesley
MATHEMATICS
Shamon Venishiya Ann Almeida
Byeong Ho Ban
Casey Allen Brito
Diyunugalage Gajith Neranjaka Jayarathne










Thesis: Psychological and Weight History  
Variables as Predictors of Inital Weight  
and Body Fat Loss
London Tashae' Mena
Thesis: Mechanisms Mediating Anti-inflammatory 
Effects of Delta-Tocotrienol
Zahra Mostofinejad
Thesis: Continued Improvement of Glycemic 
Control after Five Month Treatment with  
E4orf1 Protein in Older Mice
Ana Florencia Moyeda Carabaza
Thesis: Community-based Assessment and 
Intervention for the Prevention and Management 
of Type 2 Diabetes Among Hispanics in Lubbock, 
Texas and in a Mexico-Texas Border City
Md Abu Bakkar Siddik























Charles G. Piland, Jr.
John David Pritchett
Aashwin Sachdev
Chad Jeffrey Shorter 
Hannah Molly Simpson
Sydney Nicole Thomas
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PHYSICS
Ishtiaque Ahmed
PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Brian Scott Baker  
Thesis: Within-plant Variability of Upland Cotton 
Varieties in Multiple Environments
Amee Robin Bumguardner
Thesis: Soil Potassium Effects on Cotton  
(Gossypium hirsutum) Growth, Yield  
and Quality in the Texas High Plains
Joseph Alan Burke
Thesis: Soil Health Management in Cotton  
Monocultures on the Texas High Plains
Morgan Martin  
Irish Lorraine Bicaldo Pabuayon
Thesis: Productivity of Drought-tolerant  
Crops Subjected to Water-limiting  
Conditions in West Texas
Raman Singh Uppal
Cody James Vavra
Thesis: Characterization of Agronomic,  
and Physical Traits of HI-A Corn Hybrids  










Malima Sugandika Atapattu Mudiyanselage
Yao Fu
Audrey E. Gill
WILDLIFE, AQUATIC, AND WILDLANDS 
SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Neil Patrick Estes
Thesis: Distribution and Associated Arthropods 
of Native and Non-native Thistles in The Valles  
Caldera National Preserve, New Mexico, USA
Stephanie Elizabeth Freeman
Thesis: Relationships of Structural Characteristics 
and Homeowner Socioeconomics with Urban 
Vegetation and Bird Communities
Yvonne Jimison
Thesis: Influence of Smoke on Germination of 
Southern High Plains Species
Jonathan Allen Knudsen
Thesis: Effects of Wildland Fire on Ant  
Community Structure and Colonization  
of the Valles Caldera National Preserve,  
New Mexico, USA
ZOOLOGY
Andrea L. Reinhardt  
Thesis: The Effect of an Indirect Predator Cue  
on Veery (Catharus fuscescens) Dusk Chorus









































































Thesis: Continuous Flow Layer-by-layer  
Assembly of Nanofilm for Bio-Application
Geetanjali Pendyala
Thesis: Alginate Fiber Production Using  
Co-flow at a Milli-fluidic T-junction





Gladys Ivón Figueroa Toro
Kent Bahnert Grimes
Asm Syful Islam
Thesis: Surface Modification of Commercial  











Thesis: Influence of Capping Material Upon the 
Biodegradation of a Model Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hydrocarbons in Sediment Cap Systems
Lochana Poudyal




Thesis: EBDUSA: A Web-based County-level 
Precipitation Intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) 
Tool for the United States
Sharath Sankarlal
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Umang Manoj Shah
Surafel Tilahun Sintayehu
Syed Shoib Mohammed Syedbarey
Francisco A. Teran Hernandez
Jih Yang Tsai
Junxuan Zhao
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
ELEC TRIC AL ENGINEERING
Matthew Philip Abide












Thesis: Robust Out-of-Step Relay Protection Logic 
Using Conventional Blinder Technology for  



















Thesis: Ultrasound and FMCW Radar Hybrid 
System for Human Computer Interaction
Harshit Surendrasinh Parmar
Arun Raghu
Thesis: High Frequency Supercapacitor Based 





Thesis: Cardiac Arrhythmia Detection  
Using Adaptive Modeling of the  
Electrocardiogram Signal









Sri Esh Dutt Pavan Ganesh Naidu Jampa
Punarvasu Hargovind Kabra
Akshay Santosh Kapade




















Nader Laal Dehghani  
James Walter Joseph Lassmann  
Thesis: On Mixed Variational Large  
Deformation Theories of Corrections of  
Classical von Karman Theory of Thin Plates
Alan Mitchel Lovelace
Thesis: The Cellular Growth Analyzer:  
A Simpler and More Comprehensive  
Scratch Assay Analyzing Program
Stephen Paul Mangum
Thesis: Finite Element Method-based Machining 




Thesis: Advanced Susceptors for Microwave  
Heating of Energetic Materials
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
PE TROLEUM ENGINEERING
Tolani Adedamola Afolabi
Thesis: The Impact of Viscosity on Two Phase  




Amir Saad G. Ghwel
Thesis: Using Polymer Gels for Improving  
Water-flooding Performance in High  
Permeability Formation
Issa Samir Haddad
Thesis: Investigating Fracture Face Damage  
and its Impact on Recovery Factor 
Using Reservoir Simulator
Haseeb Ahmed Janjua
Junzhe Jiang  
Thesis: History Matching in Reservoir Simulation
Serhii Kryvenko
Vy That Thien Ton
Ibrahim Halil Yeter
Ti Zhao
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  
SOFT WARE ENGINEERING
Ruraj Joshi
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN  








MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Lori Ann Amin
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1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
The bachelor’s degree represents completion of a four-year course of college-level study and is the oldest academic degree awarded by 
American institutions of higher learning. 
Graduation with Honors is a distinction that is noted on diplomas and transcripts and receives special recognition at graduation ceremonies. 
Undergraduates who complete their work with a cumulative grade point average of 3.9 or above are graduated Summa Cum Laude; 3.7 to 
3.89, Magna Cum Laude; 3.5 to 3.69, Cum Laude. Those who graduate from the Honors College after acquiring 24 Honors credit hours grad-
uate “with Honors.” Those who also complete an Honors thesis or project consisting of six additional hours graduate “with Highest Honors.” 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
AGRIBUSINESS
Connor Dale Buttgen 3
Alberto Lazo 
Ashleigh Jane Pasqua 
Matthew Louis Popovich 
Mitchell Menotti Taylor 
Janelle Vanderlei 
Riley James Wilhoit
AGRICULTURAL AND  
APPLIED ECONOMICS 
Kain Jordan Alexander 
Joshua Burks Alford 3
Jayton Michael Baca 
Jonathan Vidal Baeza 
Courtney Elizabeth Baker
Kristen Lynn Blase 
Elizabeth Anne Burgess 
Jake Willis Burton 2
Jerry David Clemons, Jr.
 2nd Degree: General Business
Jennifer Rose Crowl 
Collin Haltom Crumley 
Jeremiah Derek Detwiler 
Blake Wyatt Duncan 
Colton Day English 
Shaylee Kay Forbes 
Colton Drake Foster 
Matthew Doyle Garner 
Steven Bryce Gunter 
Ashley Ann Hamilton 
Dylan Wess Hatley 
Kaden Kent Hicks 1 
Jessica Marie Jaquez 
Brooke Camille Johnson 1, 4 
Brian D. Koontz 
Sterling Goodman Kothmann 
Preston Bentley Bart Lawrence 
Morgan Daniel Luce 
James Aaron Maynard 
Christopher Lynn McCuistion 
Matthew Trae Moore 
James Edward Morrison 
Pierre Emmanuel Koue Nibaud 
Justin Lloyd Ousley 
Hayden Young Porter 
William Robert Riddle 
Chase Malcolm Rowan 
Garrett Dean Selph 
John Colton Stephens 
Darin Sean Tucker 
Myranda Renae Villanueva 2
 2nd Degree: General Business
AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS
Brittni Shae Allerkamp 3
Savanna Jo Barksdale 3, 4
Jacy Kane Cabler 
Emma Leann Chachere 3
Paisley Shea Cooper 1
Kami Mika Durham 
Daisy Elizabeth Glaspie 
Lindsay Christine Hamer 3
Morgan Lynette Havelka 
Lindsey Milner Henry 
Mary Elizabeth Holm 
Evan Adams Johnson 2
Landee Janell Kieschnick 2 
Rusty Lane Lanier 
Kathryn Gay McCauley 2
Logan Murphy Mizell 
Paul Mathew Montgomery 
Ivie Katherine Mynatt 1
Jacelyn De'Nae Nesmith 
Shannon Michelle O'Quinn 
Alyssa Quay Owen 2
Claire Elizabeth Porter 
Rachel Ann Rush 2
Lloyd Dale Russell 
Keenan Roger Schilling 
Hunter Wayne Tristen Schumann 
Maclaine Ann Shults 
Jesse Dean Terry 
Courtney Alexis Vaughn 2 
Hunter Garrett Weishuhn 
Layne Elise Wilson
ANIMAL SCIENCE 
Kaitlynn Blake Barbee 
Jonah Michael Jack Biensch 
Lanham W. Brown 3
Kyle Ross Caldwell 
Chase Edward Clark 
Eduardo Cordova 3
Riley Tate Crawford 
London Jessa Dewhirst 4 
Jessica Nicole Drawdy 
Alejandra Duran 
Benjamin Bradly Duvall 
Christopher Bryan Ellen 3, 4 
Rachel Ann Everheart 
Mason David Flack 3
William Thomas Fletcher Jr. 1
 2nd Major: Food Science
Alexandra Lynn Fortner 
Anthony Ryan Franco 
Shambree Lynn Givens 
Trinity Allen Haggard 
Lowell Randal Howard 
George W. Hubbard III
Shelby Mae Jenkins 
Kiersten Ashley Johnson 
Tate William Leatherwood 1
Cami Lynn Lewis 3
Michael David Looney 
Kyle T. Mahagan 
Jacquelyn Tinson Mallory 
Kaylee Marie Martin 2 
Breckyn Kayt McLean 2 
McKynzie Rae McNeill 3 
Adin William Mizer 2
Zackary Kade Murphy 3 
Desiree Brooke Neudorf
Jess Staton Nighswonger 
Nathan Scott Ortega 2
Carrah Elizabeth Osborn 
Kaitlyn Renee Pagel 1
Ashleigh Elaine Patridge 
Haley Sue Pavlick 3
Cole Thomas Perkins 1 
Mikka Anne Perkins 2
Colton John Priesmeyer 3 
Rebecca Kae Rakow 2 
Clay Ryan Ramos 
Garrett James Randle 
Jack Dalton Redifer 2
Nelsy Reyes 
Crystal Rivas 
Lynn Margaret Robinson 
Marissa Nichole Saucedo 
Rhett Joseph Sbrusch 
Keeley Frances Sears 3
Brittany Danielle Smith 
Sydney Delaney Sowers 
Jerad Thomas Staggs 
Joe Douglas Tidwell III
Jim Richard Waldrop 
Charlotte Grace Wardle 
Benjamin John Weis  
Kendall Lauren Wheeler 2
CONSERVATION LAW ENFORCEMENT
Christopher Ryan Entrop
Elvis Lee Hernandez 2 
Christopher Lee Starks 3
FOOD SCIENCE 
Liam Vincent De Stefano 
Joshua Roman Jenkins 
Paden Myles Ortega 
Sarah Elise Wanjura 4
Valarie Irene Wilson
INTERDISCIPLINARY AGRICULTURE 
Carolyn Ruth Berry 
Terilyn Bettencourt 3
Jacob Bedford Booth 
Brooke McKenzie Brumley 
Laura Celeste Cabrera 2
Christopher Shane Dean 
Garrett Austin Devault 
Hayden Cruise Duke
Seth Michael Durham 
Hunter William Hall 
Tyler Daniel Hatley 
Austin Hays Heinrich 
Amanda Marie Hicks 
Kayla Lorraine Hughes 3
Matthew Thomas Huston 2
Madonna Melba Martinez 
Hi Eastland Newby III
Gavin Dean Noack 
Ashley Marie Pearson 2
Neelie Renee Roberts 3
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Matthew Gregory Robinson 3
Garrett Layne Scitern 1
Ashley Dawn Semler 2
Darian Ruth Smith 
John Carl Young III
NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Rachel Elizabeth Bittner 3
Samuel Chase Brothers 
Kaitlyn N. Cargol 3
Aaron Austin Carlisle 
Kelly Ann Catter 3
Miranda Suzanne Cave 3
Cecilia Aita Cherry 
Chad Harrison Clark 
Wesley Cole Cumbie 
Kendra Rose Dalley 1, 4
Jared O'Keefe Edwards 
Caleb Alexander Fabila 
Connor B. Harrington 
Austin Garrett Kiel 
Ethan Robert Law 
Amanda Kate Locke 
John Gregory McFarland 
Kristy René Melton 
Christopher Tornelli Mitchell 1, 4
 2nd Degree: Chemical Engineering 
Jessica Ellen Murgatroyd 3
Michaela Ann O'Donnell 
Avriel Anise Pietsch 3
Brittany Breeann Quinones 
Lucas Jacob Schilder 
Hayden David Sparks 
Stephanie Denise Villyard 
Maria Teresa Yañez 2
PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
John Edward Bennett  
Ryan Christopher Bly 2
Carson Clay Bowman 
Rodney Blayne Darnell 
Rachel Ann Elder 
Sabrina Dora Gallegos 
James Peyton Legg 
Allen Parker McKee 
David Patrick Mueller 
Delaina Pearson 2
Grayson Kyle Polvado 
Lauren Paige Robinson 2
Taylor Varin Szymanski 
Nathaniel Jacob Turner
BACHELOR OF  
L ANDSC APE ARCHITEC TURE
Hector Ricardo Aguirre II 
Glenda Arroyo-Cruz 
Colte Dickson Beall 
Montana Buendía 
Natalie Claire Campbell 
Hannah Nicole Crabtree 
Kaitlin Nicole Craig 
Evan Mitchell Cuyler 
Delaney Alexis Ford 
Henry Thomas Oliver 




























Jeneane Amana Amin 
Madison Kenzie Bell 2
Melissa Jean Gardner 2, 4
 2nd Major: History
Michele Colonnell Greene 
Victoria Lynn Hughes 
Hayden Conner McMillen 
Marisol Mendoza 1
Michele Kaylee Moore 1
Xóchitl Daniela Olivares 
Brianna Luz Rodriquez 
Kaylee Paige Scheffel 3, 4
 2nd Major: History
Shae Morgan Stephens 
Mitchell Brynn Torres 
CHEMISTRY
Zoe Margaret Reid Baker 2
Michael David Huber 
Mia Divine Troncoso-Trevino
ECONOMICS
Cindy Paola Alvarado 3
Carmelo Ndong Asama Nfono 
Robert Brandon Barton III 
Blake Wilson Bennett 
Joshua Eilert Bertrand 
 2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Dana Laurie Blum 3
Jose Daniel Castellanos 
Craig Thomas Childs 
Jonathan Patrick Coleman 
Jordan Matthew De La Garza 
Stephanie Mary Davis 
 2nd Major: History
Keta Marie Everett 
Shaun Warren French 
Antonio Trinidad Galdean 
Garret Samuel Geaccone 
Matthew Jose Gonzales 
Nicholas Irlbeck Gratz 
Rafael Herrera 
Chase Marshall Korns 
Damo Julien Kouame 
Kooper Ray Landcaster 
Pierson Russell Lewis 
 2nd Major: Political Science
Britani Kaylan Losoya 
Aaron Clifton Marshall 
Christian Raul Rafael Martinez 3
 2nd Major: Political Science
Naomi Belete Mulugeta 
Landon Tate Perkins 3
Chad Michael Prather 
Robert Ray Price 
Brandon Mark Richardson 
Gabriel Seth Saucedo 1
Jacob Lee Schoenleb 
Dean Michael Simmons 
Jake Carpenter Spencer 
Andrew Luke Sullivan 
Camilo Javier Valencia Zuniga 
Yzabel Lyzet Vazquez 3




Rebecca Erin Barney 
Savannah Rachel Bartholomew 
Caitlin Elizabeth Boddy 
Emily Marie Bristow 
 2nd Major: History
Bailey DeAnn Broadstreet 3
Nathan Anthony Caballero 
Elysse Uwimana Chappell-Dolby 
Alton Jernigan Cooper Kirkconnell 
Rebecca DeAnn Crumley 
Morgan Renee Ferrell 2
 2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Courtney Ann Fontaine 
Kaitlyn Marie Garrison 1
Mia Claire Gonzalez 2
Jessica Guardado 
Elizabeth Ann Hansen 1, 4
Michael P. Hartsfield 2
Kelsee Alexis Jahns 
Aaron Lee Duncan Kellerhals 
Hailee Rose Kowalik 3
Alfonsina Maria Lago 
Cory Michael Looper 
 2nd Major: Psychology
Mitchell Pearce Milam 2
Melanie Nuñez 
Claire Elizabeth Oldham 2
Shelby N. Oubre 
Veronica Palomo 
Reagan D’nae Pierce 
McKenzie Rae Shook 
Amber Nicole Stewart 
Aaron Rodolfo Villegas 
Kirby Drake Warner 
GEOGRAPHY
Emma Catherine Deleon 
Robert Salazar Garza 
Emily Morgan Glaeser 
Courtney Taylor Latham 2
Sydney Nicole Notman 
Mattie Lea Sparks 
Lucas Kyle Strohm
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GLOBAL STUDIES
Radharani Allison 
Kailey Jade Corpman 
 2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Angelo Fernando Ganno 2, 4
Julia Dianne Landers 
Victor Lee Moore 1
Cade Austin Mullins 
Joyee Margaret Plank 3
Robert Dean Whitelaw 2
HISTORY
Kevin Emerson Bailey 
Stephen McKinney Bartz 
 2nd Major: Psychology
Brittany Ann Burdine 
Kelli Marie Coleman 
 2nd Major: Political Science
Michael Keith Comfort 
John Thomas Conrad 1
Annika Rose Conrick 2, 4
Sarah Grace Crocco 
 2nd Major: Spanish
Nathan Russell Davis 
Andrew James Denova 
Aaron Ryan Duran 
Kristen Elizabeth Epperson 
Nicholas David Estrada 
Caleb Nathaniel Felton 
Bradley Hunter Godwin 
Steven John Gutierrez 3
Raquel Elise Hamlett 
Caitlin Brooke Henson 
Hailey Elizabeth Hunt 1, 4
Courtney Ann Kimmel 
 2nd Major: Political Science
Justin Michael Lubertazzo 3
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Malatak 
 2nd Degree: International Business
James Weston Marshall 2
James Forrest McCartney 
Robert Marion McCommon III 
Branson Clay McCowen 
Josue Roman McLamb 
Ryan Andrew Michelin 1
Donald Carlisle Millender 2
Lisette Elisa Ortega 
Alexis Nicole Ortiz 
Jacob Dennis Parsont 2
Hugo Alfredo Ramirez Jr. 2
 2nd Major: Political Science
Justin Isaiah Salgado 2, 5
Caitlin Claire Serafine 
Phillip Ross Smith 
Sydney Elise Stodghill 3, 5
Ashley Rebekah Trice 
 2nd Major: Psychology
Thomas James Tuttle 
Kelsey Lauren Unger 2
Joshua Garrett Warren 
Evan Forrest Whiteside 
Brittany Alexis Woods 
Alexander Ira Young 
LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Hannah Grace Deeter 1
Patricia Louise Gilmer 1
 2nd Major: Spanish
Miranda Alyssia Harper 2
Blake Zachery Herrera 
Patricia Noy Krause 
Marcus Ivan Roberts 
Maria A. Sanabria 3
 2nd Major: International Economics
MATHEMATICS
Katherine Diane Anderson 
John Phillip Cohen 3
Bryan Allen Dugan 
Kaitland Patricia Evans 
Shayna Brianne Gipson 2
Alexis Gomez 1
Hailey Anne Leal 1, 4
Jorge Carlos Macias 
Kathryn Elizabeth McCollister 
Erik Mikal Montaña 
Evelyn Morales-Juarez 
Brian Davis Schmidt 
Kauri Nicol Skotek 
Jack Nolen Truelock 3
Joshua Austin Valdez 
Christopher Edward Weaver
PHILOSOPHY
Maria Del Carmen Corte 1, 4
 2nd Degree: Electronic Media and Communication
Virginia Lee Davis 3
Karson Jewel Goggans 
 2nd Major: Sociology
Victoria Marie Martinez 
Onysha Jomari Paxton 
Lauren Marie Pinckard 
Brooklyn Hope Townsend 2
Mario Yague 2
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Jacob Samuel Abrego 
Macie Shae Alcoser 3
Deema  Alhesan 3
Jessica Michelle Ausemus 
Cassandra Brooke Baker 
Alfonso James Bernal 2
Elijah Robert Buck 
Reynaldo Cansino III 
Kelly Nicole Carter 
Anedhel Anastasia Charoensukvipad 
Jaime Miguel Chavez 
Nidia Jackeline Cisneros 
Jaycie Catherine Colwell 
Dustin Maxwell Douglas 
Jett Texas Elliott 
Luis Miguel Espinoza 
Kellie Dianne Ford 
Brooke Leshawn Gordon 
Chandler Jade Gordon 1, 4
Samantha Rachel Gordon 3
Benjamin Edward Groff 
Raelyn Michelle Hill 
Ayla-Lea Nicole Howell 
Onyinyechi N. Ibe 
Desmond Armand Jackson 
Connor William Krippel 
Sean Thomas Leder 
Kurtis Wade Lester 
Steven Vincent Lukas 
Christiana Rose Martin 2
 2nd Major: Psychology
Delilah Bwari Mochoge 
Stacie Anne Moss 
Ana Maria Ortiz 
Brad D. Parrish 
Collin Alton Reed 
Sarah Elizabeth Riggs 
 2nd Major: Spanish
Aron Michael Rios 
Rachel Ellen Risley 1
Raquel Marie Rivera 
Janeth Serrano Ruiz 
Travis Jack Stedje 3
Hunter Davis Thompson 
Nhat Minh Vu 
PSYCHOLOGY
Carlos Leonardo Acosta 
Bilal Ali 2
Emily Michelle Allbright 
 2nd Degree: Management
Anthony Joel Barbee 3
Jerod Ryan Beesinger 
Matthew Robert Benites 
Breanna Elizabeth Birdsong 
Blanca Eugenia Bou-Fitzmaurice 
Allison Elaine Brewer 
Caitlin Marie Burns 3
Lauren Madison Cartee 1
Taylor Renae Cass 
Enrico Castro 
Steven Oran Champlin 
John Griffin Chapura 
Chidimma Princess Chinaka 
Karishma Jayesh Daji 
Brittney Marie Dean 1, 5
Chiamaka Jessica Duru 2
Samuel Lee Edwards 
Esteisy Judith Escalera 2
Farron Grace Ferguson 2
Candice Aja Tiye Finley 2
Michelle Marie Forbert 
Kayla Charisse Fox 
Pauline Corcolon Fuentes 2
Delaney Wrae Gamradt 
Mattea Elise Garza 
Kerilyn Suzette Gomez 3
Niobi Hope Gottlieb 
Mariah Laine Haughwout 3
Shae Lee Hawthorne 
Steven Frank Hernandez 
Bethany Allene Hunter 
Eva Marie Irwine 3
Carlee Diane Jackson 
Kirstie Adalynn Jamison 
William Patrick Johnson
Airyn Camille Jones 
Jordan Nicholas Kee 
Cara Nicole Lake 
Jason Thomas Leach 
Kristen Paige Lee 
Miranda Inez Llanas 
Courtney Rose Longway 1
Cindy Guadalupe Madrid 2
Matthew Don Martin 
Autumn Ebony Martinez 
Bianca Darice Milena Martinez 
Christina Alicia Martinez 
Minda Sue Mathew 
William Glenn Matthews 3
Chelsea Nneka Mbah 
Faith Ashley McDaniel 
Jackson Neil McMullen 
Michaela Rayann McMurray 
Brooklyn Kay Mihalovich 
Amaris Nicole Molina 
Grace Eileen Morgan 2
Maria Angelica Najera 
 2nd Major: Spanish
Caroline Denison Ness 3
Emory D. Newkirk 
Davina Uyen-Nhi Nguyen 
Alexa Katherine Nievaard 
Tana Michelle Nixon 
Katherine E. Patino 
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Rachel Irene Payne 
Madeline Marie Penn 
Hannah Rose Phillips 
Madison Michelle Phillips 
Randi Kai Ponikiewski 
Shelby Lynn Pritchard 
Jacqueline Maria Cristi Pytel 
Mackenzie Davis Reid 2
Nicholas Michael Riley 
Storm Michael Rivas 
Ariana Nicole Rivero 
Samantha Julissa Rodriguez 
Georgina Jonelle Danette Rosenbrock 1
Nelly Daniela Salgado
William Christopher Scott 2
 2nd Major: Social Work
Haley Mikhel Serna 
Carla V. Serrano 
Victoria Ashley Sewell 
Maureen Allison Sharp 
Jacob Alton Sikes 
Emma Jane Smith 3
Jordan Alicia Smith 3
Taylor Christian Smith 
Seowon Song 
Baron Paul Staggs 
Rhianna Kaitlyn Stone 
Hayden Layne Stroud 
Alacia Keichelle Taylor 3
Morgan Nicole Taylor 
Ryan Thomas Tierney 
Karine Da-Thao Ton-Nu 
Alex Ryan Trevino 
Karen Urbano Ornelas 
Danielle Cheyenne Vahlenkamp
Jacqueline Aylin Venegas 
Dante Onesimo Villarreal 
Aaron Glenn Waggoner 
Darian Danielle Ward 
Ashley Mary Margaret Wasswa 
Brianna Dorian Welsh 
Kaila Bergail Wherry 2, 4
Grace Christine White 
Meagan Leigh Wilson 
Megan Olivia Writt 3
Shannon Nicole Young 
SOCIAL WORK
Megan Angela Bednarz 3
Daizha Raejeanne Berry 
Amanda Marie Cerrone 
Davin Justice Darnell 
Denise Delgado 
Lauren Nicole Hancock 1
Jordan Kay Jupe 3
Tristan Taylor Kisor 2
Leah Ann Lawrence 3
Jordan Blaire Medley 
Krissandra Elizabeth Meeker 1
Aralee Michelle Mota 3
Misty D. Nolan 
Alexis Marie Rodriguez 3
Sarah Elizabeth Terry 
Stephanie Nicole Valdez 3
SOCIOLOGY
Adam David Anciso 
Rachel Michelle Barnard 1
Sean Devin Barrett 
Kevin Gregory Bess 2
Anna Maria Bocanegra 3
Maritta Sue Brady 3
Jacob Ryan Abalos Caraway 
Gabby Chamdal 
Chelsea Nicole Cranford 
Jose Pedro Depaz 
Daniella A. Diaz 
Conner Littrell Dyer 
Austin Ryan Fahrlender 
Gene D. Gatzert II 1
Matthew Scott Goates 
Ashley Nicole Gonzalez 
Loren Leigh Hensley 
Destiny Marie Jacobo 
Steven Cain Lara 
Harrison Avery Lobb 
 2nd Degree: Biology
Trena Rachelle Lorett 
Karina Alicia Lozano 1
Aaron Jason Lucero 
Lillian Marie Matthews 
Jaxon Alexander McClurg 
Yanet Hadgu Raesu 
Marisa Holguin Reza 
Nicole Amber Sahm 3
Bradley Forrest Schmidt 
Brandon David Skornia 3
Travis Wayne Smith 2
Bailey Christine Soukup 
Kaylee Paige Strickland 
Steven Anthony Vargas 
SPANISH
Kristen Rose Baca 2
 2nd Major: Cell and Molecular Biology
Elise Marie Bond 3, 4
 2nd Major: Biochemistry
Leonardo Daniel Castañeda 
Miranda Lyn Dominick 1
 2nd Major: Mathematics
Daniela Catalina Frangione 
Nathania Kristabel Gayle 
 2nd Major: Mathematics
Ulises Gonzalez 
Lyza Ann Lopez 
 2nd Major: Microbiology
Allyson Jane Matthews 
Elisha David Mercado-Gilmore 3
Jennifer S. Muñiz 
Spencer Alexander Patel 
Catherine Michelle Ragsdale 
 2nd Degree: Marketing
Haley Danielle Russell 1
Cynthia Gabriela Soto 3
Celeste Judith Torres 2, 4
Kelsey Leigh Whileyman 
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Nicole Lynette McIntyre 2, 4
Kimberly Grace Phillips 1
Krista Marie Reyna 2
BACHELOR OF  
GENER AL STUDIES
Heather Anne Aikman 1
Alexandra Juliane Allen 
Shane Michael Anthony 
Ethan Joseph Baltier 
William Roger Beebe 
Karlie Rubea Billings 
Jas Jordan Bowling 
Scott Dean Buenrostro 
Elizabeth Anne Caillet 
Daniel Lynn Carpenter 
Jonathan Robert Clark 
Dean Earl Coleman 
Tanner Scott Collier 
Andrew Lee Davis 1, 4
Maria D. Delgado 1
Ed Delgado-Cooley 
Alexis Sky-Ann Doyal 3, 4
Frida B. Edwards 2
Daniel Nelson Evans 
Austin Ferrell 2
Eric Lee Flores 
Audrey Laure Fragniere 
Shannon Kathleen Gallagher 
Wyatt McCoy Gambrell 
Alexandra Salome Garibay 
Colten Lane Gayle 
Kelsey Dianne Griffin 
Tanner Logan Haag 
Layla Ray Helton 
Alexandra Shae Hennigan 
Kathy Jean Hughes 
William Henry Huneke 
Jessica Rachelle Hunt 
Tanner Joe Hykel 
Joseph Glenn Jorgenson 
Christopher Paul Ledoux 
Clayton Alonzo Longoria 
Jasmine Siobahn Lucas 
Chandni Mahendru 4
Hellen Kwamboka Maneno 
Julia Christine Maniscalco 
Ryan Travis Mann 
Derik Paul Nusz 
Kathryn Jo O’Bryan 
Matthew Manuel Ordones 
Makenzie Shae Reynolds 
Vanessa Michelle Robles 
Ashleigh Dawn Rocker 2
Nicholas Ryan Russell 
Jered Chaplin Sellers 
Madison Marie Silveira 
Carrie Carina Smith 
Steven Gregory Soliz 
Clara Magdalena Solorzano 
Adrian Ekaputra Susanto 
Caleb Wesley Teague 2
Myra Alexandria Trevino 
Benjamin David Trice 
Treymaine DeVanté Tyner 
Evan Christian Van Pelt 
Melissa Joy Wilson 
Aaron Ramirez Zambrano 2
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
BIOCHEMISTRY 
Kimberly Rose Albus 1, 4
Mahmud Alkul 1, 4
Alexander John Brankner 
Jeremy Ray Campos 
Amie Thao Du 
Hunter Bradfield Everett 
Paxtyn Michael Fisher 
Sonia Marlena Garcia 1, 4
Andres Herrera Jr 
Vy Lan Ho 2
Brittney Thuy Van Hoang 2, 4
Deshaun Ian Holdipp 
Yabodrick Leshon Hunter 
 2nd Major: Biology
Hwanhee Kim 
Amairani Y. Lopez 
Parker Reid Martinez 
Farah Fayzah Mechref 1, 5
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Amanda Caitlyn Miller 1, 5
Tijani Oshioke Mohammed 3
Kori Marie Nau 3, 4
Hoai-Nha Trung Phan 3
Madison Carter Schreiber 
Kerri Lynn Spontarelli 1, 5
Robyn Illene Tapp 1
Isaiah Tates 
Jose Manuel Vega 
Ellen Scarlett Wilson 2, 4
BIOLOGY
Hussain Raza Abidi 2, 4
Noah Elijah Abraham 
Jenny O. Agbaeze 
Desirae Marie Aguilar 
Manuel Dakota Almklov 
Casey Robert Appell 
Sabiha Armin 1, 4
Neill Alexander Arnold 
Rachel Sloane Aybar 2, 4
Preeyanka Gajendra Bhakta 
Travis James Blackburn 
Kaitlyn Marie Braddock 2, 4
Kristi Nicole Brock 3, 4
Miranda Claire Buchanan 
Dillon Scott Carter 
Robert Boone Coleman 3, 5
Ashley Conder Cooper 
Jason Robert Crome 
Dakota Sierra Marie Cunningham 
Hannah Nichole Dean 
Macey Jeanene Dilley 4
Giuliana Michela Dimarco 4
Chinonye Stacey Duru 
Whitney Nicole Ebaugh 2
Adrian Miguel Estrada 
Samara Olivia Estrada 
Zachery Tyler Fitzgerald 
Ryan Joseph Ford 3
Vanessa Faye Fritz 
Mónica Dolores García 4
Wright Anthony Gatewood 
Garrett Patrick Huddleston 
Celia Anne Hunt 
Shelby Alyson Hunt 3
Jada Renee Jackson 
Ashley Paige Jamison 
Ryan Kelly Johnson 
Casey Nolon Kellerhals 
Lewis Alton Kelly 2
Latorian King 1
Haley Danielle Kitchens 
Elias Antonio Lainez 
Erik Xavier Barrios Lee 
Jeremy Michael Lee 
Alejandra Loya 2
Stephen Ma 
Parker Terry McCabe 
Michael Lloyd Meuth 1
Megan Migdal 4
Brady Jim Mikeska 3
Mariah Noelle Mills 
Zachary Duxstad Mkhantar 3
Benjamin Montanez 2, 4
Alejandra Felicitas Montoya 
Kaitlyn Merlot Moseley 2, 4
Vianné Victoria Nañez 1
Hao Nhu Nguyen 2
Casandra Lynn Perez 
Lauren Helen Pert 1, 4
Harsith Lachi Reddy 2, 4
Christopher Floyd Reitmeyer 
Ashley Lynn Roest 3
Matthew A. Sablan 
Rebekah Francine Salinas 3, 4
Julian Joaquin Santos 3, 4
Logan Parker Scott 3
Matthew Henry Sedillo 
Randy Lee Sommerfelt 
Hannah Payton Spiegel 
Megan Breanne Spradley 2
Kayla Lynn Subia 
Desiree Nieves Tapia 
Joshua Ray Trevino 
Danielle Grace Vargas 
Andrew Anthony Villarreal 
Bridget Ann Vories 3, 4
Christopher Hung Vu
CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Benjamin Gabriel Chavez 
Laxmi Ayushi Chintakayala 1, 4
Austin Edward Wai Cooper 
Kelsey Barbara Donckels 2, 4
Brett Tyler Hawthorne 
Khuong Dinh Nguyen 1, 4
Daniel Taylor Rhoades 2
DaNeisha Janae Smith
CHEMISTRY
Ikechukwu John Achonye 3
Louis Efe Agogo 
Neil Austin Anderson 
Britnie Riasell Barrett 
Bailey Anne Brooks 2
Hector Casarez Jr. 
William Haywood Davis 
Kaitlyn Bryanna Donohoo 
Briley Jane Fleitman 2
Jorge Guillermo Franco López 
Eko Sudyanto Harisman 
Amanda Forbes Helms 2
Grace Ann Hight 
Daemar Henry Jones 2
Rodney Kumi 
Babatunde Ismail Leshi 
Ryan Derrick Matuszak 
Nitish Mittal 1, 4
Jah-Nii Adjinae-Nellissa Muñoz 
Adam Robert Schnuriger 
Shelby Blake Thompson 
Garrett Kotaro Toyofuku 
Timothy-Huy Thanh Tran 
Joshua Paul Twaddle 
Shane Richard Wilson 
Christina Joy Winter
ECONOMICS
Alfonso Ailloud Torres 
John V. Cruz III 
Oluwatobi Victoria Falade 
Samuel Duncan Hudgins 
Fatou Bintou Madina Niang 1
Nichole Elizabeth Teltschik 
 2nd Major: Mathematics
GEOSCIENCES
Michael Kalvin Avelar 
Charles Adam Ball 
Emmanuel Owanemi Billy Gillis-Harry 
Chase James Bramlett 
Tamara Nicole Buck 
Rayhan Syahmoeda Bustaman 
Carson William Courtney 
John Francis Dunlap 
Zachary William Duron 
Thomas Bellotto Greer 
Eric Hernandez 
Lamberto T. Herrera 
Joseph William Kane 
Colton Jacob Mallett 
Douglas Cooper Mccabe 
Raul Alfonzo Oviedo 
Sean Gregory Raley 
Thomas Luke Taylor
James Bailey Thomas 
Tanner Michael Thompson 
Tiffany Ann Wiley 1
Abdul Alim Mursyid Zailan
KINESIOLOGY
Zachary Neal Adams 
Elizabeth Adedolapo Adu 
Albert Elias Aguirre 
Jordan Anissa Alnemer 2
Christopher Javier Alvarado 
Bayler Kyle Andrews 2
Kevin Daniel Andrews 
Caitlin Kauikawekiu Arnett 
Allison Mauro Baas 1, 4
Sophia Arevalo Balindo 3
Jannet Vidiriana Barron 3
Emily Kaitlyn Beckman 
Trey M. Bedrick 
Alexis Marie Bell 
Briana Lawr’sha Birdine 
Brittany Nicole Birkenfeld 3
Rikki Lauren Blue 3
Morgan Rae Bookout 3
Bailey Lynn Buescher 
Forrest Kade Burns 
Miranda Lynn Burris 
Jayden S. Carnes 
Alyssa Raye Carrasco 3
Matthew Eloy Carrillo 
Alexis Raquel Castillo 
Victoria Anne Cavazos 
Immalynn C. Cervantes 
Kathryn Marie Chambers 2
Adrianna A. Chavez 
Kathryn Emily Cline 
Kambel Blake Cox 2
Thomas Hance Davey 
Lindsey Nicole Davis 
Mary Shenice Davis 3
Damian Tarik De Santiago 
Lourdes Delgado 1
Haley Lynn Dittmar 3
Elias Raad Dorna 
Christian Blake Drum 
Austin Paden Duclos 
Ethan James Dvorak 3
Stanley Chinomnso Eboh 2
Britney Raye Edworthy 
Lacey Jaye Erwin 
Steven Espinosa 
Ramon Miguel Dela Rosa Fajardo 
Haleigh Dawn Fancher 2
Jordan Anthony Felix-Miller 3
Austin Patrick Finnigan 3
Odessa Christine Fortner 3
Caroline Anne Freedle 2
Karen Paola Gandara 
Joel Osvaldo Garcia 
Karla Yamileth Garcia 
Lauren Nicole Garcia 2
Sergio René Garcia 
Kimberly Ann Garza 
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Matthew John Gerber 
Kaleb Allen Godwin 
Rebeca Gomez 3
Alexandria Rose Gowin 3
Justin Nathaniel Gray 
Payton Madalyn Gregory 3
Kimberly Ann Guesnier 
Kylee Marie Guthrie 1
Madison Jane Hauptman 
Whitney Jonell Helms 2
Ella Elizabeth Hill 3
Austin Tanner Hines 
Michael Hoang 
Bryan Henry Howard 
Danyelle Braelyn Huffaker 
Dylan James Hughes 
Tailor Dean Hunt 
David Andrew Jeffery 
Madison Delanie Jesko 
Brandi Renee Jones 3
Jhondrae Donell Jones 
Taylor Christian Jones 
Devin Nicole Kennedy 2
Julianna Joy Kilpatrick 2
Kara Lee Ann Kraatz 2
George Mark Krejci 
Amorak Langsy 
Ryan Amort Lanier 2
Mary Leslie Linker 
Danielle Nicole Longoria 
Haley Ann Lunday 1
A’Jai Aniceta Malone 
Brian William Martin 
Marcela Natasha Martinez 
Mariah McKinley Massey 
Brent Joseph Matschek 2
Mercedes Suzanne Maynard 3
Colby Lewis McCoy 3
Matthew Brennan McDaniel 
Mary Elizabeth McPherson 2
Elizabeth Breann Medina 
Raegan Ann Miller 2
Daniel Sterling Moore 
Michael Lane Moore 1, 4
Jesse O. Moore Jr. 2
Alek Rodolfo Morales 
Desirae Brittany Morales 
Rachel Ann Morgan 
William Tyler Mullen 1
Ryder Chance Needham 
Haley Brookann Neeley 
Haelee Nicole Nelson 
Alixsandra Megan Elaine Nicholas 3
Hannah Elizabeth Odegard 3, 4
Udeme Eno Okon 
Cager Lane Osborne 
Elsa Osornio 
Kendall Deshon Payne 
Karen Catherine Penkert 
 2nd Major: Sport Management
Benjamin Gabriel Perez, Jr. 
Christopher James Pflugrath 
John Cagle Pigg 
Jose Antonio Quezada 
Jherica Nicole Rhodes 
Joseph Martin Rice 3
Jon Michael Richards 1
Kaylyn Anne Richards 
Alyssa N. Rios 2
Brooke Nicole Robertson 3
Marissa Danielle Rocha 
Briana Renae Rodriguez 2
Viviana Ivonne Salomon 
Michael Austin Sansing 
Rachael Lynn Sappington 
Hannah Christine Schake 2
Elaina Lee Schnelle 
Aundrea Marie Scott 
Tiffany Breann Seefeldt 
Kourtney Elizabeth Sells 
Sean Matthew Settle 1
Stephanie Rose Smith 2
Haley Renee Speake 
Johanna Elizabeth Sproed 
Benjamin Joseph Sprott 
Cassidy Lynn Staber 1, 4
Cameron Jacob Terrell 3
Antoinette Gabriell Thomas 
Loajah Antonatè Tingling 
Elissa Marie Trevino 2
Christian Alexander Tyson 
Fernando Urbina 
Shelby Lynn Vannatta 
Jose L. Varela 
Bradley Wade Vincent 2
Jayme Lynn Weatherred 
Blake Allen Wildman 
Ryan Daniel Williams 
Christopher Bristol Williamson 2
Jasmine Selena Willis 
Carol Michelle Wolfe 
Ebenether Getachew Wondaferew 
Taylor Hamilton Wright 
Monica Haile Yohannes 3
Sherie Mirang Yoon 
 2nd Degree: Nutrition
Andrea Nicole Zanon 
MATHEMATICS
Brittany Marie Alexander 2, 4
Elvire Sokeo Alihonou 
Thomas Lee Armstrong 
Sheldon Aschkar 
Preston Mitchell Bradham 3
Blaine Scott Brown 
Jose Manuel Cabello 
Michael Ryan Clines 3
David E. Crowder 
Luvin De Leon 
Allison Marie Debus 
Kyle Alexander Dixon 
Morgan Anne Drisko 
Melissa Ruth Franco 
Roberto Arturo Garza 
Ronald Eugene Grumbles Jr 
James Robert Hall 
Andrea Sauceda Hinojosa 
Alec Michael Klessig 
Jason Patrick Kocur 
Michael Alexander LaBarre 
Brandie Lam 
Kensey Michelle McDonald 
Joshua Christian Rubio Medrano 
Angelica Laura Monreal 2
Bryan Stephan Morelli 
Mohcine Moulay Moussa 
Nathan John Nichols 
Allison Kay Noble 
Nziemaraang Nziengui Boussougou 
Pablo Alejandro Oropeza 
Julie Mary Paul 
Christopher Ponce Campuzano 2
Ambra Ramirez 
Carrington Alexander Ransfer 
Zane Douglas Reeder 
Jacob Matthew Sosa 
Samuel Foster Taylor 3
Matthew Benjamin Torrance 3
Sydney Antoinette Watson 3
Hongbin Weng 2
Mark Andrew Williams 1
Zakery Bray York 
Dylan Thomas Young 3
MICROBIOLOGY
Joshua Adeyemi Ademiluyi 
Sarah Nicole Barela 
Austin Garrett Brown 
Jason J. Chea 
Kenneth Chuang 
Jeremy Vo Doan 1, 4
Jasmine Jene’ Easter 
Delores Chioma Emeagi 3
Asher Kodankandathil George 1, 4
Adrienne Antonia Gonzales 
Joseph Wolf Greene 
Rebeca Zaragoza Hernandez 
Brittany Elizabeth Herrin 3
Christopher Quang Le 1, 4
Kelissa Paige McCullar 2, 4
Sean Elliott Miller 
Kathryn Danielle Newton 
Armand Wagner Northcut 
Joy Melissa Ramirez Ochoa 
Adilene Realivazquez Peña 
Bryson Lee Seekins 3
Jake Bryan Sellers 2, 4
Obadeh Hamed Shabaneh 3, 4
Sara Elizabeth Sorge 3, 4
Janice Ann Thomas 1, 4
Javier Torresdey Jr. 
Jennifer Ann Webster 2, 4
PHYSICS
Kyle Stephen Artkop 3
Dylan De La Peña 
Dominic Enrique Elizondo 
Rudy Jacob Garza 
Aashish Chandra Gupta 2
Connor Jude McNamara 
Brody Allen Moore 
Justin Matthew Perea 
Gregory Thomas Skillman 2, 4
Anvar Kenneth Szulczyk 2
Clayton Daniel Tuller 3
 2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering
SPORT MANAGEMENT
Stephanie Kathryn Allen 
Briana Alden Biltz 
Kendra Ann Bogosian 
Dylan D. Bush 
Nicolas Daniel Cantu 
Colten Reed Warren Castleberry 
Kade James Christensen 
Joseph Allen Clark 
Richard Dean Czarapata 
Caitlin Grace Edwards 
Megan Danielle Escobar 3
Adam Peterson Fish 
Charles William Gilliard 2
Auston Dylan Hart 
Rebecca Saxon Hart 1
Drew Anthony Hindes 
Jordan Haley Hinnant 
Reaghan Suzanne Hoffman 
Austin Michael Hoffpauir 
Danae Harmony Huerta 
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Melvin Christopher Jackson 
Samantha A. Judd 
Ryan James Killian 
Lynn Kiro 
Benjamin Leo Kuehnhold 
Avery Alexander Lee 1
Christopher Herlihy-Hogan Long 2
Oluwatobi Muizz Longe 
Autumn Christine Lott 
Adam K. Luera 
Ronald Charles Maxfield 
Hunter David May 2
Ashley Ruth Morgan 3
Taylor Clayton Nuckles 
Emily Margarita Orras 
Horacio Montezuma Peña 2
Jacob Matthew Powles 
John Phillips Robb 
Kyle Jacob Stafford 
Gabriela Talaba 3
Trey Nathaniel Tarbet 
Katie Corinne Wallingford 
Bryan Michael Warhurst
ZOOLOGY
Elizabeth Noelle Dill 2
Declan Thomas McDonagh 
Katelyn Rose Sullivan
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN  
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
Tristan Cole Apel 
Ahmad Abdul Awwal 2, 4
Hayden James Becker 
Jose Carlos Cantoran 
Jaimie Lynn Capps 
Alexandria Camille Cathey 
Jacquelyn Nicole Cook 
Hayden Markham Denny 
Hunter Cole Matlock 
Christian Michael Mussett 
James Andrew Pace 
Karina Adrianna Pacheco 
Brittney Ann Teer 
Grant Mccall Von Wellsheim 
Margo Elise Willoughby 
Grayson McHeyzer Winterkamp
   
 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS  
ADMINISTR ATION
ACCOUNTING
Nevin John Abraham 
Nestor Samuel Adame 
Alexis Eduardo Aguilar 3
Jordan Alexander 3
Rachel Michelle Anderson 3
Alexandra Marie Arranaga 
Julie Ann Arredondo 
Seth Adair Bartholomew 3
Antonio Miguel Bartolome 
Anna Marie Becerra 3
Jennifer Megan Cerna Bell 
Jamar Ari Blake 
Phillip Garret Brunson 3
 2nd Major: Finance
Nathaniel Aleksandre Cabezuela 3, 4
Matthew Colton Carrington 2
 2nd Major: International Business
Joey Vincent Cassata 
Minglan Chen 
Ryan Patrick Cook 3
Jordan Coe Darling 2
Timothy Willard DeWitt 3
Bruce Andrew Douda 
Opuriche Ifunanya Duruoha-Ihemebiri 1
Evan Scott Elliott 1
Colin Joseph Endsley 
Jesus Javier Estrada 2
Paul Oludamilare Feyisetan 2
Elena Nicole Flores 
Samuel Thomas Foster 
Mitchell David Gilles 
 2nd Major: Finance
Richard Kye Gordy 3
Collin George Gover 3
Alexander Leland Grant 2
Christian Wayne Graves 
 2nd Major: Finance
Jenna Marie Guzzetta 
Taegen Nichole Harris 
Ian Christopher Hatfield 3
Rachel Annell Havins 
Eric Louis Heinrich 1
Hailee Morgan Housewright 2
Lorie Ashley Hunt 
Kyle Heath Jacob 
Guy Thomas Kellogg 
Alexa Gabrielle Kendig 2
Hayden Lynn Key 
Jongwoo Kim 
Anthony Joseph Knuf 2
Adjoua Koviessou Kotokou 2
 2nd Major: Finance
Benjamin Taylor Krieg 
Jessica Faye Kuhn 
Caleb Samuel Lavis 1
Miguel Oswaldo Lee-Xue 
Audrey Elizabeth Lieb 3
Ally Chenchao Liu 2
Austin Ray Mason 1
 2nd Major: Finance
Rachel Deeann Masten 2
Connor Michael McBride 
Megan Michele McDonald 3, 4
Taegan McDonald 1
Hanna Pearl McEntyre 
Amanda A. Mendoza 
Angelica Yadira Mendoza 3
Anna Hetherington Menegaz 1, 4
Morgan Michelle Moore 
Garrett Hughes Moorer 
Austin Blake Morris 1
Logan Grant Morris 
Chloe Marion Narrell 3
Luis Navarrete 
Nsikan Chrys Obot 
Andrew David Pearson 
Chandler Glenn Priest 1
La'Azha Breanna Randle 
Hayden Elizabeth Raney 3
William Harry Rever IV 
 2nd Major: Management
William Jared Rhame 
Monica Michelle Rios 
Joseph Konner Rohrer 
Koutoua Bryan Sanhou 
Talin David Scharbach 
Mingming Shi 3
Brooke Allison Shipley 1
Katharine Hallie Simmons 2
Adam Thomas Sivon 
Sarah Jane Stafford 
Hayden Chapman Strmiska 
Parker Merrick Swindling 2, 4
Katherine Ann Szpak 2
Jessie Elena Tietgens 
Keely Peytin Towles 
Taylor Nicole Tunstall 
Alexis M. Uelman 2
Evan James Urias 
Luis Angel Vela 2
Mackenzie Erin Wells 3
Austin Hunt Williams 
Claire Elizabeth Williams 1
Jake Allen-Walter Williford 2
Wesley Brock Witt 
Travis Jack Wood 3
 2nd Major: Finance
Lauren Elyssa Younger 3
Marigrace Hite Zaruba 1, 4
ENERGY COMMERCE
Bailey Nicole Alwert 
Paul Victor Attard 
Andrew Stuart Baker 
Janae Erica Bechner 
Hayden Wilson Burger 
Austin David Cadd 3
Nicholas Cadman Chaffin 2
John Kyle Coffman 
Zachary Alan Crow 
Maggie Kathryn Dean 
Logan Scott Dorsett 2
 2nd Major: Marketing
Derek William Drechsel 
Natalie Nicole Ford 4
Troy Jason Galloway 
Amanda Chaney Gongos 
Taylor Renee Gore 1, 4
Hunter Robert Hall, IV 3
Jacey LeeAnn Harmon 
Robert Lloyd Helbing, Jr. 
Eric Edmund Hernandez 
Cameron Joseph Holderread 3
Jacob Tucker Hopkins 2
Victoria Danielle Jordan 2
Garrett Ryan Kerbs 
Cade David LaBolt 
Rose Kathleen Latimer 
Logan David McClinton 3
Madison Margaret McDonald 
Todd Michael Mickey 3
Kyle Matthew Morris 
Mackayla Justine Morwood 
Alissa Dawn Payne 
Nicole Ann Pitchford 2
Matt McLellan Price 
MacKenzie Leigh Rice 3
Caleb Don Richardson 2, 4
Alexandria Shae Sanders 
Kolten Bailey Stallings 
William John Ward 
Preston Whitworth Young 
 2nd Major: Accounting
Shane Houston Young 3
FINANCE
Kollin Alexander Abbe 2
Karen Stephanie Aguirre 
 2nd Major: Accounting
Travis Wayne Alford 3
 2nd Major: Accounting
Brandon Douglas Anderson 3, 4
Adrian George Arce 
Kyle Matthew Arp 2
Wesley Myrl Artac 
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Kennedy Briann Bauler 
Ryan Thompson Bean 
Dylan Fairchild Bennett 
Matthew James Billings 
Carter Winston Blevins 1
Michael Edwin Bond 
Nathan Ross Brown 
Griffin Thomas Bublik 
Braxton Winter Buchanan 3
Jolan Cailleau 
Christian Andres Camacho 3
 2nd Major: Management Information Systems
James Clayton Carrozza 
Alec Michael Comerford 
Cody Lane Corbin 
Chase Patrick Couture 
Jason Thomas Crawford 2, 4
Frank Chako Crews 3
Wesley M. Danks 
Jake Ayers Davis 
Koby Lane Deeds 
Ryan Austin Deen 
Madeleine Jordan Diana 3, 4
Remy Luc Duvoisin 3
Jacob C. Eastwood 2
Nicholas Cole Elliff 
Andrew Scott Feller 
Patrick William Flanagan 
Jack Henry Friedrichsen 
Bowen Taylor Gaby 1
Sai Nagarjuna Reddy Gollapally 
Jarrett Paul Graham 
Abimael Granados 3
Kendal Edward Graves 
Alexandra Carol Greinke 
Elliot James Gross 
Benjamin Anthony Haber 
Scott Michael Haffner 1
Reed Wayne Harman 
 2nd Major: Accounting
Ryan Jackson Hawkins 3
Meaghan Kendall Henderson 2
 2nd Major: Accounting
Tyler Matthew Herring 
Nicolas Christopher Hintz 2
Hayden Broussard Hood 
Landon Scott Ibbott 
Chanpollen Im 
Travis Cole Jewett 
Clayton Paul Johnson 
Andrew John Johnston 
Rebecca Nicole Jones 2, 4
 2nd Major: Accounting
Brandon Huston Kennedy 
Logan Nash Kinder 
Chase Austin Kinnison 2
Hunter Jyles Kirkland 
Campbell Kay Kirkpatrick 3
Allison Elizabeth Knopp 3
Kaycie Irene Knowles 1
Reagan William Kushnir 
Chad Avery Lanfer 
 2nd Major: Accounting
Austin Michael Lewis 
Chenyang Ling 3
Jacob James Logsdon 
Bradley James Luzietti 2
Karen Martinez Samia 
Brett Michael McVean 
Quenton Medford 
Cameron Wayne Montgomery 
Sergio Omar Morales 
Matthew Gregory Moreland 3
Braedon Baker Morrow 
Cory Michael Mortensen 
Rachel Katherine Myers 2, 4
Mark Austin Nelson 
Brian C. Okeke 
Travis James O'Neil 
Nicholas Andres Penaranda 
Alexia Shai Phariss 
Nicholas Patrick Pina 3
Brooks Parker Poltl 
Courtney Jo Port 
Christopher Michael Prebevsek 
Clark Craig Price 2
Jonah Aaron Reeh 3
DonAnn Rae Rempe 
Eric William Robbins 
Ryan Robison 2
Lane Henry Rossi 1
Matthew Donald Rubal 
Julio Cesar Salinas 
Samuel Jon Scheevel 
Richard James Scheig 
Kacie Moira Schock 3
 2nd Major: Accounting
James Davis Shatto 1
Lanier Allison Skalniak 
Elizabeth Rose Smith 2
Klein Jackson Smith 
Zjhon Tyler Smothermon 3
William Stanley Sullivan, III 
Justin Chase Treadwell 
Daniel Vega 
Christian Sire Villarreal 3
Chun Lung Wong 
Cole Dylan Wooten 
Jacob Parker Yarbrough 
GENERAL BUSINESS
Rebecca Faith Antcliff 
Hunter James McKinley Gross 




Steele Warner Blue 
John Paul Erlinger 
Chandler Raymond Morris 
Casey Ryan Nitcher 
Anam B. Patel 
Celina Suarez Turner 
Trevor Blair Ward 
Zachary Nathaniel Young 
MANAGEMENT
Trisha Elise Adams 
Tate Alan Alford 
Khalil Deshawn Allen 
Bryce Christian Ambelang 
Kaylee Ann Amershek 2
 2nd Major: Marketing
Lauren Nicole Appenroth 
Veronica Selena Araiza 2
 2nd Major: Marketing
Lourdes Cecilia Arroyo 
Dylan Reid Attkisson 
Alannah Jefferie Ault 2
Joshua Ryan Benitez 
Arren Nicole Benton 
Katelyn Belle Berry 
Stephen Lewis Bevilacqua 
James Wyatt Blake 
Keith Douglas Blakemore 
Trask Joseph Bottum
Joshua Michael Brady
 2nd Major: Marketing 
Lorin Ashton Burton 
Nicholas James Byrne 3
Recee Adrianna Caldwell 
Cody Wayne Carroll 3
Daniel Elijah Childers 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Tyler Anthony Clark 
Cody Blake Custer 
Laurel Victoria Davies 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Bucky Lee Daws 
Tino Eduardo Diaz 
Thomas Martin Doyle 
Gage Hunter Dutkin 
Kaylee Nicole Eddleman 3
Spencer Thomas Engelke 1
Aidé Giselle Estrada 
Cassidy Ann Flatt 3
Ben Alexander Fournier 
Jasmin Monika Freeborn 2
Ester Dominic Garza 
Regan Paige Gauntt 
Marion Kelly Gerard 
Samuel Wilson Gilbert 
Erik J. Glover 3
James Lucas Glover 
William Scott Goins 
Slaten Will Gough 
Brice Lane Graham 
James Edward Graham 
Shelby Marie Gregory 
Katherine Josephine Grimes 3
Kristen M. Haertling 2, 4
 2nd Degree: Languages and Cultures
Sarah Jane Haley 
Alexandra Anne Harvey 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Ashton Noel Henderson 3
Christopher Michael Hendrix 
Blane Addison Hiett 
Sheldon Heather Hofacket 
Emily Lynn Hollas 
Sharon Jean Ingebretsen 
Andrew Michael Jacobs 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Monica Jimenez 
Mason Dillard Johns 
Katy Ellen Johnson 
Kayla Raye Johnson 
Kailey Nicole Keils 1
Jonathan Scott King 
Christopher Michael Kinzie 
Allyson Samantha Kulliver 
Clayton Dean Law, Jr. 
Jessica Ann Layton 2
Zachary Jordan Ledet 
Tiffany Nicole Lewis 2
 2nd Major: Marketing
Logan Michael Lindsey 
Evan Sharratt Lossing 3
Matthew Tyler Luig 
Brandon Amadeo Madrid 
Michal Reygan Martin 
Andrew C. Martinez 3
JuanCarlos Martinez 3
Allison LeeAnn Matheson 
Tristan Ray McGonigal 
Matthew Michael McKown 
Ashley Danielle McLean 
Nicholas Tyler Medack 3
 2nd Major: Marketing
Lauren Jaqueline Miller 
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Chauncelyn Lawrenelle Morris 
Joshua Dylan Moylan 
 2nd Major: Accounting
Michael Lane Muncy 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Justin George Murphy 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Akilia Melani Ndudi 
Zackery James New 3
Dallas Patrick Nicholas 3
Evan Daniel Odom 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Nicole Christine Overman 
Brittany Mae Page 3
Pratik R. Patel 3
 2nd Major: Management Information Systems
Travis John Pavao 
Thomas Shane Pearson 
Bianca Brianna Player 
Nicole Ann Polito 
Nicolas Jay Ponciano 
Graham Patrick Quinn 
Rachel Caroline Ramirez
 2nd Major: Management Information Systems
Madeline Claire Raney 
Kelsea Taylor Rittenberry 
Megan J. Rodriguez 
Miguel Jr Rodriguez 
Jeffory Dean Rogers 
Mary Catherine Rohloff 
Bruno Saliba Helmer 1
Tanner Mark Scovic 3
Chloe Nicole Sheffer 
Gage Henry Shorter 
Kendra Leigh Staggs 
David Michael Stephens 
Sierra Rochelle Stokes 
Slade Browning Sutton 
Martin Phillip Taylor 
Arthur B. Thomas 
Sarah Dinh Tran 
Jose Cesar Trevino-Serna 
Saul Valdez 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Miranda Ryann Vasquez 
Payne McKay Viken 
Shawn Baylor Walker 
Bradley Wade Westerheide 
Bradley Joseph White 
Taylor Anne Winter 2
Michael Kendrick Woodard 
Kendyl Elizabeth Wright
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Brady Patrick Brolsma 2
Jaz'Min Nicole Brown 
Luis Angel Delgado 
Jakob Emery Dennis 
An Huu Dinh 
Teresa T. Doan 
 2nd Major: Management
Jennifer Suzann Drake 
Austin Robert Erdman 
Jimmy C. Fair, Jr. 
Jared Grey Farrow 
Douglas James Francis 3
Dionizio Adolphus Franzak 
Kyle Donald Gary 
 2nd Major: Marketing
Katharine Grace Glasscock 1
John Garrett Gudgeon 
Hayden Howard Hans 
Lucas Edward Hepner 
Anthony Hipolito 
Alyx A. Horace 1, 4
Matthew Thomas Horton 
Abigail K. Hughey 1
Tyler Frederick Jacobs 
Javier Jaquez 2
Matthew Antoine Jeffries 
Brandon Aaron Kern 1
Camille Sunshine Kirk 1
Austin Anthony Koontz 3, 4
 2nd Major: Management
Brody Anton Kovacs 
Haley Rae Krugler 
Wei-Ping Lee 2
Jiayang Li 
Jalene Andrew Meabon 
Venkata Ronith Reddy Mugi 
David Nguyen 
Marcus Kenechukwu Ngwu 
Kevin Charles Osborne 
Patrick Louis Pachiano 
Matthew Paul Pederson 
Mattias Francisco Ramirez Parisi 3
Branson Younglee Roberts 1
Elliot Joseph Savoie 3
Christian Stefan Schneider 3
Jacob Austin Sheeler 
Gage G. Smith 
William Alan Sommer 
Kevin Terrence Strebel 
Hunter Mack Sutterfield 
 2nd Major: Management
Andrew Bryan Swallows 2
 2nd Degree: Music
Maria Fernanda Tellez-Giron 4
Jennifer Ruth Todora 3
Erik Howard Torring, IV 
Jonathan C. Toti 
Weston Wightman Ward 2
Bruce O'Brian Wilson 
Markos Zekarias 
M A R K E T I N G
Jordan Ashleigh Abel 
Alexandria Nicole Acuna 
Catherine Ann Adamson 
Bailey Kay Allen 1, 4
Adriel Alvarez 
Victoria Lynne Ambriz 
Tyler Thomas Anderson 
Halston Suzanne Arterburn 3
Arianna Avalle 1, 5
Jarrett Tanner Bachand 
Luke Christopher Bachman 3
Zachary Paul Backus 
John Walter Baird 
Derek Randall Baker 2, 4
 2nd Major: Management
Katie Beth Barton 2
 2nd Major: Management
Kaitlynn Paige Baxter 
Brandon Dallas Bielke 
 2nd Major: Management
Andrew Craig Bobet 
Collin Lewis Bowen 
 2nd Major: Management
Meagan L. Bridgewater 
Annie Lynn Brigham 3
Braydon Todd Brooks 
Nikolette Melissa Brown 3
Ryan Keith Brown 
Preston Charles Browne 
Alexandra Beatriz Brucker 
Jessica Alane Bujko 
 2nd Major: Management
Christopher Pena Bullard 
Caitlin Rae Bushnell 3
Courtney Paige Bynum 
Katie Helen Campbell 
Kathleen Ann Carlucci 
 2nd Major: Management
Peri Rose-Kaitlyn Carr 
Austin Oneil Cater 
Rachelle Nicole Cavazos 
Victoria Ceal Cockrell 
Nicklaus Jackson Conn 
Emily Caroline Curry 1
Lindsey Brooke Davis 
Britton Steele Dow 
Marissa Christen Dupre 
Sarah Lynne Duren 
Riley Kay Earnest 1
Blake Alan Emery 
 2nd Major: Management
Bethany Michele Faulknor 
John Anthony Ferrante 1
Jessie Ruth Flamming 
Katie Marie Froehlich 
Meredith Frances Gallaher 3
Ana Lorena Garcia-Barker 
Emily Lucille Gauthier 3
Brooke Ashton Gilliam 
Jonathan Paul Gonzales 
Alberto Gonzalez 
 2nd Major: Management
Kathryn Elizabeth Gough 
 2nd Major: Management
Jordan Abigail Greenwood 
Haley Ann Hamilton 
Joshua Prentice Harris 
Miles Christopher Hartnett 
Steven Anthony Hathoot 
Tristan Mahlon Hauck 
Tamra Renee Heath 2
Kyle Stephens Heffron 
 2nd Major: Management
Macey Michelle Hendrick 
Marisol Hernandez 
Roland Herrera
Paige Nicole Herrick 3
Melanie Elizabeth Hudson 
 2nd Major: Management
Connor McLean Hunt 
Lucy Elizabeth Hyer 
Deric Ray Ince 
Tamra Kaye Jaurigue 
 2nd Major: Management
Jared Brennan Jennings 
Tyler Quentin Jenschke 
Casey Eugene Johnson 
Ryann McKenzie Jones 
Alec Doyle Kemper 
Haley Nicole Kirby 
 2nd Major: Management
Jerrod Nash Lacey 3
Austin Wayne Lemos 
Keifer Alexander Lenamond 
Shannon Taylor Linder 
 2nd Major: Management
Macy Maxine Mackay 
 2nd Major: Management
Laura Elizabeth Manning 3
Carli Madison March 
Nicole Kathryn Martin 3
Jonathan Elliott Martinez 
 2nd Major: Management
Kelly M. Martinez 3
Sydney Anne Mason 3
Annie Leigh Matthews 
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Kaci Elizabeth McMahan 
Megan Alice McMillan 
Justin Tyler Meredith 
Lars Andrei Michelem Rivera 2
 2nd Major: Management Information Systems
Alexander Montel Miller 
Christopher James Minchew 
 2nd Major: Management
Nicole Vicotria Moore 3
Matthew Blake Moriarty 
Joseph Louis Muire 2
 2nd Major: Management
Lacey Ashaun Muldrow 
 2nd Major: Management
Jacob Isaiah Myers 
 2nd Major: Finance
Marcos Jullian Needle 
Paulina Pham Nguyen 
 2nd Major: Management
Scott Collins Onion 
Madeleine McKaye Orrico 
 2nd Major: Management
Chance Logan Orton 
Samuel Adam Ott 
Blake Vincent Palmer 
Victoria Brooke Pease 
Kyle Arthur Piechotta 
Mackenzie Sterling Pierce 3
Logan Daniel Plunkett 
Erik Ponce 
 2nd Major: Management
Talynn Lacy Portillo 1
Allan Martin Price 
Rachel Lyn Rainwater 
James Harrison Randall 
Diana Nathalie Resendez 
Hayley Don Riggins 
 2nd Major: Management
Edward Rodriguez 
Gabrielle Marie Ruffeno 
Luke James Satterfield 
 2nd Major: Management
Allison Ellen Schramm 
Ashley Elizabeth Schreiber 
Sara Kathryn Scott 
Madeline Claire Shapland 
Jazmin Solano 3, 4
Reid Evans Stewart 
Manuel Suarez, III 
Kyle James Sullivan 
Sara Cuellar Summers 
 2nd Major: Management
John Connor Tedrick 
Kristo Antonio Tomasic 
Payge Taylor Torres 
John Taylor Townsend 
Jasmyn Alexandra Treadwell 
Alexandria Rose Villarreal 
Robert Odell Walker, IV 
Taylor Madison Walls 3, 4
 2nd Major: Management
Preston R. Ware 
Kaitlin Rose Westphal 
Katie Lynn White 
Zachariah Nelson Whitesell 
Jessica Dawn Wilkins 3
Brooke Elizabeth Woods 
Heather Anise Wooley 3
 2nd Major: Management
Jacoby Corbyn Wray 
Kaitlin Frances York 1
Marcia Diane Young 
 2nd Major: Management
Sydnee B. Zuber 
Shelby Erin Zumwalt 1
 2nd Major: Management
Vanessa Zuniga 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Megan Elizabeth Carroll 3
Adrian DeLaFuente 
Zachary Jay Dylla 
Faith Annalee Evans 2
Russell Corbin Gantenbein 
Nathan Ryan Gingrich 
Hunter Ryan Hardy 
Chandler Lane Hargis 
Travis Elliott Harlos 
Carolyn Lea Harr 
Matthew Deem Hook 
Chloe Elizabeth Hurt 
Ryan Blake Iske 
Eric William Johnston 1
Megan Loree Long 1
Josiah Clark Marshall 
William Casen Martin 
Ren Matsuda 2
Rogan Fondy McDaniel 3
Nicolas Ryan McMahon 3
Joshua E. Najar 3
Sabrina Celeste Nguyen 2
Connor J. Noakes 
Jordan Delina Obermeyer 3
Tristan N. Robert 2
Carrie Allison Smith 1
William Stuart Smith 2
Andrea Urias 2, 4
Matthew James Waddell 
Brandon Lee Watson 
Casey Mary Lee Williford 
Chandler David Zimmerman 3





Hannah Nicole Abbott 2
Erick David Acosta





Elizabeth Nicole Brimeyer 1
Emily Ann Bryan 2
Landrie Burnam 1
Keeley Anh Cai 1
Melissa Kate Calcote
Bianca Libby Cavazos
Stephanie Marie Clemens 1
Tory Elizabeth Conner
Megan Carolyn Covin 2
Abby Leigh Day 1
Devin Alexis Dellinger 3
Morgan Royse Donaway 2
Elizabeth Ardell Downs 2
Taylor Elaine Dudenhoeffer
Avery Nicole Eckert 1
Lesal Alexandra Evans






Sarah Loraine Giles 3
Alyssa Nicole Glover
Carolina Areli Gonzalez 2
Kennedy Carlene Grubbs 3
Lorie Krystal Gutierrez
Maryellen Rebecca Hale 3
Haylee Danielle Haynes 3
Chelsea Kay Holderbaum
Morgan Howell 1
Amanda Lee Immel 1
Alyssa Hailey Jarvis
Tessa Renee’ Jenkins 2
Kaycee Joylynn Jensen 1







Linsee D’Leigh Kitchens 1
Sarah Elizabeth Lane 1, 4
Grace Lee 3
Amanda Renee Lockhart 2
Tayler Loring Long 3
Lorena Lopez 3
Haley Concetta Mastrian 3
Megan Dean Matlock 2
Brooklynn Marie McKinney 3
Cameron McKusker
Mallory Alyson McMeans 2
McAllister Fayth Moore
Jeremy Augustine Moreno 3
Sarah Jessica Morger 2, 4









Natalie Marie Richardson 2
Raegan Taylor Riegel
Samantha Caroline Aracelly Rios
Rachel Celeste Roberts 2






Brickett Brianne Sanders 3
Avery Elizabeth Schwausch 3
Bailey Brianne Sides 3
Lori Ann Sixtos 3
Melinda Brooke Smith 1
Susanna Louise Smith 3






Lindsay Clara Taylor 1
Lindsay Lorraine Teweleit 1
Christian Cameron Tidmore
Jorge Luis Torres
Rebecca Abigail Trammel 2
T E X A S  T E C H  U N I V E R S I T Y36
U N D E R G R A D U A T E  C A N D I D A T E S
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
Nikia Leigh Trisko
Shelbie Lauren Tucker 2
Jessica Lorraine Tweed 1
Jon Conor Vandygriff 3
Viviriana Alexis Vazquez
Kallie Wagner
Victoria Lynn Westermann 2
Derrick Wheeler
Krista Malia White 2
Jessica Makenzie Wilson 3
Sydney Michael Wirtzberger 3
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Mohammed Yahya Ahmed Al-Wazir
Francisco Javier Almeida, Jr.
Chiagoziem Mark Aneke 2




Mallory Joyce Boucher 2
Cody S. Bujnoch 
Shannon Rachel Callihan 
Jonathon J. Chaney
Carly N. Coker 3
Parfait Desire Coulibaly 3
Taylor Jay Denton
Reid Thomas Dillon
Michael David Doerfert 1, 4





Austin Michael Fanning 1





















Clarissa Andrea Meza 1
Mason Christopher Miller
Christopher Tornelli Mitchell 2, 4
 2nd Degree: Natural Resource Management
Loise Kerubo Mokua







Raja Amirul Hakeem Bin Raja Shahreen
Dillon Ray Rathman 1, 4
Micaela Noel Reed
Micaela Elizabeth Rocha 3
Brandon Zachary Rohmer
James Nicolas Russell
Brandon Alexander Sandoval 2
Melissa Caroline Schmitzer
Hattie Christine Schunk 1, 4
Loyd Joel Sima Essamvous 3
Rachael Lynn Skornia
Mackenzie Kathleen Steckbeck 1, 4
Dominic Thomas Stolle 2
Merisa D. Stoner 1, 4





Miguel Angel Vega 2, 4
Sergio Vega
Nathan Lewis von Roeder 1, 4
Zachary Wayne Walker
Caleb Manning Wigham 3
Cameron Hayes Wilson
 2nd Degree: General Studies
Emma Cheyenne Wood 3









Alexander Wesley Bastian 
Kolter Lane Bolton 3
Minerva Lissette Bonilla Ventura
Mark Alexander Camacho
Michael J. Camp




John Douglas Coffee 3
Coleton Lee Cornish
John Hunter Coronado 3





















Gabriel James Paight 2
Shivam K. Patel
William L. Perreau
Brian L. Pollard 3 








Jacob Calvin Satre 2




Gaby Lucia Vasquez Zuniga 3
Matthew Wade 
Bryce Taylor Watson
Charles E. Westbrook III
Christopher Matthew Wieland












Ali Boun Prasueth Louangrath
Trent Michael Myers 2
Marc A. Ordonez











Rachel Elizabeth Cramblitt 1, 4
Nathan Michael Diamond
Teegan Dakota Duong 1
Scott Howard English 3
Luis Gerardo Fierro Talamantes
Lauren Cheyanne Finley 3
Reynaldo Garcia 3, 4
David Aaron Greer
Nils Aaron Griswold-Steiner 1




Orion Joseph Lawrence Koepke 1
Brian Elliott Lee
Jackson Beauregard D'Artagnan Miller 1, 4
Jacob Oppong Opoku









Megan Katherine Taylor 2
M AY  2 0 1 8 37
U N D E R G R A D U A T E  C A N D I D A T E S
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
Robin Thekkadathu Ronson
Emre Unal 3
Christopher Daniel Vasquez 1, 4
M. Vasilis Vloutis 3
David Ray Walker 
 2nd Degree: Mathematics
Luciano Wolff
 2nd Major: Mechanical Engineering



















Juan Diego Alvarez Prieto
Marina Grace Bendele 3
Brock Fredrik Collins 3
Roberto Antonio Contreras
Jared Andrew Culpepper 2
Dylan Blake Davila
Matthew Robert DeFreitas





Austin Tanner Hewitt 3
Peter Siddartha Kapeel 2
Aidan Thomas Kidd 1





Caleb Andrew Petrie 2
Taylor Dylan Preece 1
Luis Angel Puente
Michael Brandon Roberts 3
Jose Armando Rodriguez 2
Evan Jerome Rogers
Alexander Christopher Rosales
Anthony Julian Saldana 2
Adnan Ahsan Shibib
Trey Brendan Smith
David Clayton Stice 3
Denton Grant Sweat 2
Adam Sohail Telfah
Erik Andrew van Assendelft
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING




Jennifer Beth Harris 1, 4
Kaylin Shea McDermett
Madison Marie McShea 3
Alexandra Paige Mindiola
Andrew Warren Murray 1, 4
Philip Evan Parker
John T. Rascoe
Lyndsie Shae Slater 2
Maria C. Velazquez-Ortiz
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Abigail Lauren Adams 3





Luigi Bonet Galvez 2
Keith Garvis Clardy 2, 4
Estefania Cobos Aguilar 2
Kyle A. Collins
Natalie Marie DuVall 1, 4
Haley M'Kenzie Ericson 2, 4
Adedotun Oluwasesan Fadeyibi
Scott Brayden Fleischmann 2
Samuel Gregory Kelley
Mark Andrew Lefevre 3
Samuel Macias Jr.
Camila Sophia Mancia 1




Brittany Anne Neumann 3


















Jennifer Ann Anderson 2
Michael Gene Arthur
Muhammad Asad Ur Rehman 3
Able Hugues Ayemou
Brensen Jordan Bains













Paula Sofia Cano Fossi 2
Evan J. Carothers
Stephen Michael Chambers
Hance Isaiah Clark 1, 4




Michael E. Cort 3, 4
Chandler Lauren Cunningham 2
Hunter J. Cymes
Clancy Ray David
Andrew Clifford Davis 3




Christopher Michael Dill 2
Truong Quang Dinh 3
James G. Dollins
Andreas Norbert Dreifuerst 2
Michael Bishara El Jeryes Favela 2
Hossam Elezaby 3






Matthew Quinn Fletcher 3
Isaac Noe Fonseca Caraballo
Evan Blake Gayler
Joshua Abiodun Lonnie Gbolabo 3
Benjamin Travis Gleason
Tyler Dale Goad 3
Jose Gomez
Erin Nicole Gordon
Ashley Grace Gordy-Richardson 2
Christopher Andrew Griffith 3




John Christopher Harper 1
Joseph Stephen Heller III
Maria Camila Hernandez
David Gerald Hilbun 2
Jacob Ariel Hinojos 1
Rebecca Jeane Hoskins
Andrew Donald Huntley








Scott Richard Kelly 3
Joshua Anthony Kochert
Timothy Daniel Krall
Ruth Diane Kresha 










Colton Joseph Magaro 3
Nicolas Mamia 3
John Keaton Mayers






Momina Mujahid 3, 4
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Logan James Murdy 1









Jessie Katherine Opella 2, 4
Andree Ordaz 2, 4
Tyler Austin Pantermuehl
Landon David Patterson
Mitchell Baxter Pence 3
Andres Perez Lazaga 2
Kobe Drew Peters
Stone Connor Preston 1
Hayden Glenn Pritchett
Laura Claire Quintanilla









Dylan Lawrence Schneider 1, 4
Jacob Wayne Sefcik
Linikar Gary Seneviratne 2
Cole Vincent Sharrah
Jake Aaron Shed 2
Alex Michael Sierra
Mikayla Elise Sims 2, 4
Gaganpreet Singh
Samantha Kay Smallwood 3
Shalene Theao Wells-Smith
Fernanda Sosa
Rachel Elizabeth Spellman 2, 4
Andrew Christian Sprunck
Jonah Palmer Strickland
Michael James Stutz 2
Dakota Trent Teaff
Luis Carlos Torres Rosas
Clayton Daniel Tuller 3





Alan Michael Ward 3
Corey Gene Warnock
Trace Michael Warriner
Tyler Pearson Webb 3, 4
Alan Michael Wiliams 2
Kam Gunnar Williams
Kenton Lee Williams 3
Thomas Lee Williamson






 2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering
Fahad Nasser S. Alwuhayb
Forest Reid Anderson
Sergio G. Armendariz 2
Mobio Jean-Marc Atsin
Sterling Roan Audrain 3
Oluwadamilare W. Banire 3
Ryan Lee Baxter 4
Clara M. Benavides 3
Jeremy Neal Bilicek 3
Emily Morgan Billingsley
Connor Patrick Black
Gnamien Benedicte Bohoussou 2
Carson B. Boyd






Alaina Christine Carter 2
Clarence Charlie Cheng
Taylor Blaine Cooper
Scott Michael Curtis 2






Karim Osama El-Khawanky 2
 2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering




Ryan Justin Gavlas 1
Brandon Lloyd Gillespie 2
Mateo Jaime Grimaldo
Voigt Jonathan Hansberger




Roy Trenton Hohl 1, 4
Chernor Mamadu Lamrana Jalloh 1
Rico Ray Jaramillo 3
Seokhyun Koh
Alexander J. Krol 3
Steven Le 3
Jordan Everett Light 2
Hamed Marwan Maasarani 3
Shahnawaz Mahmood 2
Beck James Marten 4
Daniel Gerard Martinez III 1
Levi Samuel McCurdy
Alexander KQ McElroy 3
Jason M. McKeown
Gheith Othman Mehdawi 2
Basma Mohamed 2
Jose Felipe Murillo Zelaya
Ithan Gerardo Navarro Quiñonez 2
Emmanuella N'Douba 3
Gnasse Andrea Nemlin 3














Shane Edwin Smith 4
 2nd Degree: Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Barak Snell
Ryan D. Spaans




Ricardo Alberto Valladares Navarro
Bryce Allen Wade 3
Jordan J. Wagner 2
Eric Reed Warntjes
Kyle Garrett Wilson 1
Karen Yang 2, 4
Yadikuwa Marie Dominique Yao 2
Jerrad Chance Young
BACHELOR OF ARTS
HONORS ARTS AND LETTERS
Samantha Anne Espino 2, 5
 2nd Major: Political Science
Mary George Girgis 1, 5
Alicia Unique Jacobo 5
Emily Brenna Jenkins 2, 5
 2nd Major: Political Science
Jake Bailey Ware 2, 5
Elizabeth Ann Weis 3, 5
 
BACHELOR OF  
INTERIOR DESIGN
Kristin May Abrahamson 2
Savannah Grace Buttler 2
Rachel Moya Carroll 2
Genesis WhynnDriggs
Emily Michelle Garth
Taylor Paige Haight 2
Sharon Paije Holliman 2
Niki Lynn Lavin
Sarah Grace Noble 2, 4
Jessica Marie Perez
Rebecca Alexis Quinones 3
Clarissa Quintana 3
Hayley Marie Richburg 2
Beatriz Alina Roman
Kendra Kay Stukey
Grace Katherine Swart 2
Sarah Saifuddin Tahir 2
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE




Madison Cheyenne Campbell 1




Courtney Marie Jones 2, 4
Jacklyn Victoria Kay






Kelsey Nicole Blasberg 
Madison Langley Collins 
Shannon Taylor Damon 2
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
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Madeline Marie Dean 2
Abigail Catherine Dickerson 2
Courtney Elizabeth Downum 
Julia Ann Elmallakh 1
Caitlin Justina Ferris 3
Natalie Michelle Garza 2
Tiffany Marie Gifford 2
Bethani Paige Hightower 3
Krista Brooke Kennon 3
Haley Morgan Leich 2
Olivia Caroline Lewis 
Chandler Nicole McAlpin 
Emily Caitlin Merrill 2
Summer Nichole Moseley 1
Madison Paige Owen 2
Kellie Elizabeth Owens 
Emma Rose Pittman 1, 4
Chanie Elaine Presnall 3
Claudia Nicole Pridmore 3
Emily Elizabeth Ratterree 1
Mya Elizabeth Risner 3
Kenny Sakun 
Jaclyn Victoria Scott 1
Courtnie Anne Sheff 3
Victoria Kaye Stelmach 
Natalie Nicole Vera 3
Autumn Reighn Walleck 
Alyssa Kay Wilson 3
Haley Lynn Wilson 
Tara Ashley Witherspoon 3
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
Deshlin Marie Franklin 
Haley Nikole Marcus 2
Lindy Nicole Medlin 1
Rebekah Grace Noey 2
Monica Allison Weber 
Sarah Gail Wright 1
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND 
 FAMILY STUDIES 
Maddison Kate Alexander 3
Leslie Almanza 
Christiane Magdalena Arias 
Zackery Justin Baird 
Connor Janiece Barefoot 1
Gabrielle Ranea Barker 
Tiffani Rose Beck 1
Mikayla Patrice Behrens 3
Alyssa Leigh Bernier
Mercy Vanderpuije Boamah 
Demi Lynn Bogan 
Victoria Taylor Brooks 2
Lydia Ann Brown 
Julia Nicole Burris 2
Chelsea Katherine Caicedo 
Alyssa Grace Cancemi 2
Sara Ashley Carrasco 
Bailey Lukezic Carter 
Kayla Leanne Cervantez 
Caroline Adell Chapman 2
Victoria Michelle Costilla 
Hannah Marie Crouch 
Abbye Ryann Dixon 3
Megan Michelle Emge 2
Kiley Mycall Ervine 1
Morgan Rebecca Fellner 
Adriana Lise Ferri 
Casey Marlow Fleming 1
Kelly Ann Fletcher 
Courtney Lynn Frager 
Gina Michelle Galvan 
Jaya Lynn Germon 
Jessica Lynn Gibbs 
Ashlei Nicole Gonzales 
Nestor Alejandro Gonzalez 3
Taylor Alyce Grady 3
Hannah Clarissa Grinter 
Ikran Idris Gudal 
Meagan Conleigh Hagman 
Adrianna Maria Hernandez 
Tiffany Ann Hernandez 
Faith-Joy Chinemerem Igboeli 
Megan Elizabeth Inglis 
Makenzi Layne Johnson 
 2nd Major: Human Sciences
Jennifer Chelsea Jones 1
Alisson Samanda Juarez Mendoza 
Holly Anne Kimball 1
Stephanie Lynn King 2
Brittany Anne Kingston 2
Taylor Kayleen Land 
Erica Lopez 
Kaitlyn Martin 
Myra Alyssa Mata 3
Julia Michelle McGlauchlin 3
Celeste Elisabeth Medina 
Viridiana Mejia 
Caitlyn Nicole Miller 
Jerra Lynn Miller 3
Mikayla Marie Moore 
Victoria Cheree’ Morris 
Elaina Marie Nixon 1
Stevie Kaye Oglesby 
Sydney Morah Omwoyo 
Laurel Rae Patten 
Emily Michelle Payne 3
Hilda Melissa Paz 
Cassie La’Rae Pickett 
Dejah LaTroi Powell 
Sara Sydney Shawney Michelle Preece 
Ciara Dnay Rasberry 
Addie Elizabeth Reames 2
Baleigh Ann Reed 3
Samantha Taylor Rex 
Taina Gabriela Reyes-Alsina 
Inga Ann Reynolds 3
Morgan Bradi Richardson 1
Priscilla Evelyn Rodriguez 
Breanna Nicole Rogers 
Katie Amanda Rose 2
Ashton Michele Rush 
Meredith Kaye Smallen 3
Robbyn Melissa Smith 
Melanie Ann Talmadge 
Zachary R Trevino 
Amanda Lianna Urdiales 
Carla Alejandra Vera 
Lucy Katherine Voller 
Abigail Kate Westerdahl 
Melanie Suzann White
Alexandra Leigh Williams 3
Meagan Kay Wilson 3
Gabrielle Elaine Wohead 1
Kailey Shaye Zieschang
HUMAN SCIENCES
Arsenio  Aguilar-Cortez 
Ashley Maria Aguillon 3
Emma Christene Anstine 
Tasia Dee Arnold 2
Adrienne Kara Bayliss 
Shelby Nicole Berger 
Keren Maria Blanco 3
Ana Daniela Boquin 
Delani Nicole Brieger 
Hannah Marie Campbell 2
Alanis Quin Candelaria 3
Katherine Elizabeth Clancy
Cassidy Michelle Diamond  
Aryssa Celia Fleschman 
Ethan Michael Gallegos 
Omar Garcia 
Melek Genc 
Jasvir Singh Gill 
Thomas  Hamilton 
McKenzie Jane Hammonds 
Danielle Divine Harrison 3
Tesia Bryant Holley 
Hunter Lee Hopkins 
Gregory Gaza Janes 
Devon Michelle Johnson
Elizabeth Ann Kailey 
Cassidy Storm Keenan 
Benard Kiplangat Keter 
Brittani Dawn Kimsey 
Shelby Renee Knapp 
Katlynn Elizabeth Knipling 
Cody Duane Kreutziger 
Brian Keith Lambert 
Jodie Denise Lockeby 1
Amanda Lauren Mays 
Jordan Rae McClanahan 
Crystal Alejandra Melendez 3
Macy Allison Michalewicz 
Rachael Anna Mielitz 
Kimberly Renee Mora 3 
Kayla Anna Nguyen 
Sabrina Michelle O’Lin 
Paige Ann Preston 
Amelia Jean Reese 
Rebecca Ziarra Rico-Macias 
Julia Kathryn Setliff 
Sheridan Rae Shipley 
Chelsea Diane Smith 
Zachary Kurt Smith
Rachel Renee Snodgrass 
Reagan Sage Spargo 
Niem Kayvon Stevenson 
Joseph David Talamantez 
Jada Monique Terry 
Blair Elizabeth Torres 
Cassandra Arnell Trevino 
James Ukoli 
Cameron Michael Warren  
Haley Marie Yost 




Marcos Gabriel Cojulun Lopez 3
Klay Kiera Cole 
Elise Rae Coleman 3, 4
Danielle Lynn Cooley 3
Sarah Nicole Copeland 
Kriti Dhungel 
Jacqueline Charlotte Dupuis 
Savannah Nicole Ellis 
Palak Ashuin Ghetiya 3
Landre Quinn Griffin 
Segan Berhane Haile 3
Keri Ann Hays 3, 4
Tristan Suzanne Hinton 3
Baylee Kristin Jenkins 
Mallory Ann King 2, 4
Isabella Sharon Kirchhoff 
Kayla Gail Koerner 
Trenton Miles La Fleur 2
Stephanie Ann Madden 
Audrey Rebecca  Martin 
Sarah R Martinez-Garcia 
Kinzie Nicole Mathis 4
Hannah Renee Miller 
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
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Narciso Montes, Jr. 
Amar H Patel 
Fatima Jawaid Quadri 
Reagan Elisabeth Reeder 2
Jessye Raye Rodriguez 2
Danielle Brianna Sharp 
Chelsea Nicole Singleton 
Boontharick Sopontammarak 3, 4
Banner Reid Steele 3, 4
Alexandra McKinley Stricklin 3
Virginia Torres 
Christopher Nathan Umino 
Karina Isabella Vargas 2
Emily Kate Wagner 1, 4
Kaylee Ashton Yetts 3
Sherie Mirang Yoon 
 2nd Degree: Kinesiology
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES AND DIETETICS
Caitlin Grace Alcantar 2
Darby Elizabeth Atwood 
Claudia Rose Bergen 
Taylor Nicole Brizzee 3
Rachel Rennie Brown 2
 2nd Degree: Music
Charity Chin Yin 2
Avery Marie Conrad 
Caroline Cook 3
Courtney Renee Cox 2
Kathleen Rose Dawson 3, 4
Fabiene Nicole Dickerson 
Baylie Marie Eckhardt 
Alexandra Grace Garcia 3
Laura Lizbeth Gomez 3
Jeffrey Daniel Gonzales 
Tayler Brooke Jameson 2
Jannin Macias 2
Reagan Rose Madigan 2
Joseph W Mazin 
Saranee Michelle Medina 
Samuel Eric Melendez 
Christina L Montes 3
Yvette Mora 3
Kimberly Anne Moreau 
Michael Parker 
Angela Marie Ridlehuber 1
Madeline Ann Rigler 
Rachel L Rump 3
Shelby Tate Schnatz 2
Amanda Nicole Shumaker 3
Anyssa Tepichin 
Michael Ignacio Villarreal 
Sarah Clark Whitten
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Brandon Joshua Archuleta 
Forrest Douglas Brown 
Matthew M Connelly 
Erica Dawn Faircloth 2
James Nicholas Flores 
Texanna M’rie Fouts 
Meredith Ginsburg Ivy 
Thomas Andrew Guerra 
Kaylee Brianne Kellam 
Taylor Ryan 
Bamma Lee Strohmeyer 1
Matthew Grayson Tatum 
Chad Allen Trpkosh 
Evan Cole Watson
RESTAURANT, HOTEL, AND  
INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT
Ashley Michelle Abreu-James 
Honoria Sole Andrews 
Ashley Camille Augustus 
Bailey Nicole Blunt 
Avery Bouffard Agnew 
Bryson Kayne Brawley 
Madison Brickey 
Karsen Mackenzie Brown 1
Kelsey L Cobb 
Kristyn Renae Crawford 2
Elizabeth Ann Donald 1
Kirsten Jennings Elrod 
Kayla Ann Foster 3
Breana Garcia 
Marisol Renee Garza 
Kassandra Danielle Gonzales 3
Mikaela June Grosso 
Connor Andrew  Hjalmquist 
Hunter Alexander Howard 
Elizabeth Ann Kailey 
Audrey Kinast 
Hannah Leigh Laird 
Amanda Michelle Metwally 
Tuyet Nha Nguyen 
Jackson Scott Nusser 
Hemang Patel 
Emily Anne Pierce 
Morganne Elizabeth Senders 
Brittany Lea Sullivan 
Margaux Alexandra Sullivan 
Sally Tong 
Logan Glenn Trachta 
Grant Truett Vernon 3
Thomas  Austin Voss 
Alexandra Nicole Washington 
Imatria Mari Webber 2
Jessica Lee Welsh 
Rebecca Alejandra Zavala
RETAIL MANAGEMENT
Faith Noelle Bonifant 
Randi Simone Childress 
Arabia De’Shea Harris 
Jaclyn Elizabeth Logsdon 
Lindsey Belle Lovelady 
Dahlila Renee McDonough
Mallory Rae Mulder 3
Aaron Michael Neel 3
Jose Gabriel Olguin 
Natalee Jo Riepenhoff 
Illiana Silva 3







Claire Elise Campbell 3
Faith Lucille Carmichael 2
Meredith Ann Caudle 1
Katherine Ann Champagne
Bethany Ellen Crocker
Jess Lauren Dinger 2



























Zachary Ryan Rocha 2, 4

















Avery Margaret Aiken 3
Noelle Mary Anderson
Wesley Michael Bahn 3
Bianca Lorena Baylon 1



























Haley Shae Schukei 3
Michael Philip Sherman
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
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Kathryn Elizabeth Wegmann 3
Christian Derek West




Sarah Bellia Barkan 3, 4
Anna Claire Beasley 1, 5






Katharine James Drewry 2
 2nd Major Advertising
Vincent Paul duMaire
Jake Holden Fletcher 1
Kyle Aidan Flynn 3









Jemima Beraiah Johnson 2
Jacob Jeraud Jones





Marcos Daniel Rubio 1
Tori Nicole Salley
Kaley Lynn Smith

































Kimberly Marie Funk 2
Kira Nadia Hansel























Alexis Blaire Broughton 1
Sarahi Castillo
Jesus Cerda Gonzalez
Kayla Lynn Chowning 2
Alyssa Nicole Coletto
Catherine Renee Collier
Claire Elizabeth Collins 3






Miranda Camille DuPree 1



















Leslie Anne Halford 3
Sarah Catherine Hamilton 2, 4
Katharine Elizabeth Hand
Lindsey Jordan Pressley Hanning
Rebecca Lee Hernandez
Hailey Madeline Herrick 3
Courtney Jane Herron
Morgan Ashley Hill




Alicia Marie King 2
 2nd Degree: Dance
Alana Jenelle Krafsur 1
Bianca Cecilia Lopez 3
Mason Karl May 3
Kayla Lanae McFarland 3
Makenzie Dawn Means 1
Jillian Simone Monastra
Marissa Ane Moore









Jordin Margaret Pettit 1, 4
Lauren Raquel Purser
 2nd Major Electronic Media and Communications
Carly Savoy Ramey
Carlos E. Ramos
Paloma Alexandria Rappa 3




Lauren Rachel Schmitt 2














T E X A S  T E C H  U N I V E R S I T Y
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Youness Mohammed Kettani 2
Amanda Christine Leshikar 2
Caleb Micheal Manzella 3







Jake Weston Anthony 2
Lyssa Jo Bell 1 4
Samantha Jordan Blankenship
Shelby Marie Blattner
D’Etta Jane Brown 1
Terry Don Campbell, Jr.
Ruben Rodriguez Cano
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
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Kelise Deann Cunningham 3












































Amber Joann Warren 2


















Thomas Howard Mullen III


















































Kathryn Coleene Herrington 2, 4
Colleen Rae Hunt 1
 2nd Degree: Advertising
Alicia Marie King 2
 2nd Degree: Public Relations




 2nd Degree: Management Information Systems
Delaney R. Hart 3, 4
Brady Aaron Holmes 3
Matthew Thomas Hurtado 3
Griffith Ross Kimball 1
Andrew Bryan Swallows 2





Hannah Elizabeth Fallstrom 3
Lynsie Marie Gomez
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
Maria Isabel Alvarado 1
Courtney Gayle Broussard 2
Edwin Jose Carrizo Fonseca
Nathan Parker Collins 2
Katelyn Nicole Creech
David Lee Deeds
Kaitlin Sarah Downing 3
Kathryn Marie Edel 3
Säge Rourke Gallaway 3
Victoria Mariana Garcia
Samuel Alan Garcia
Rebecca Lea Gutschke 3
Tyler Dale Humphrey
Amelia Rose Jamieson








Joel Mathew Ramirez 3
Devin Walter Ratheal 1
Kenzie Lee Roberts
Anna Crystal Rodriguez
Hannah Nicole Roye 3
Breyun Chantel Thomas
Savannah Lee Tracy
Amanda Taylor Tutt 1

















Jose Antonio Guzman Jr. 3
Ella Marie Lowrance




Ross Douglas Reinhart 2
Justus McKinley-Odell Ross 3
Justin Lee Ruleman 2
Jack E. Sears
Meagan Susanne Spencer 3
Hilary Anne Webking 1
Mia Elizabeth Zamora 2
 2nd Degree: Mathematics
1Summa Cum Laude     2Magna Cum Laude     3Cum Laude     4With Honors     5With Highest Honors
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U N D E R G R A D U A T E  C A N D I D A T E S
R E C E P T I O N S  A N D  O T H E R  C E R E M O N I E S
INDIVIDUAL COLLEGE RECEPTIONS
Immediately After Commencement Ceremony
College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources   |   Animal and Food Sciences Building, Room 101 
College of Architecture   |   Architecture Gallery 
College of Arts & Sciences   |   Foyer Area of Room 104, Holden Hall 
Jerry S. Rawls College of Business   |   McCoy Atrium, 1st Floor of Rawls College of Business 
College of Education   |   Diploma Distribution, First Floor Staircase, College of Education  
Edward E. Whitacre Jr. College of Engineering   |   101 Livermore Center 
College of Human Sciences   |   El Centro, Human Sciences Building 
College of Media & Communication   |   Matador Room, Student Union Building 
J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts   |    Rotunda, Holden Hall 
University Studies, Wind Energy   |   Red Raider Lounge, Student Union Building 
Please Note: The Graduate School will distribute diplomas in the City Bank Room  
of the United Supermarkets Arena immediately after the commencement ceremony.
7:00 p.m., Thursday, May 17
Honors College   |   Allen Theatre, Student Union Building
OTHER CEREMONY
Air Force ROTC Military Commissioning   |   Friday, May 18, 2:00 p.m., International Cultural Center
The following students are being  
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant  










The following students are being  
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant  
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C O L L E G E  B A N N E R S
The banners displayed at Texas Tech University commencement ceremonies are patterned on 
military, political, and trade guild insig-
nia that date back to the Middle Ages 
and beyond. Known as gonfalons, they 
most closely resemble the flags created 
by Italian city states before and during 
the Renaissance. The Texas Tech Univer-
sity flags were individually designed to 
display symbols and colors that represent 
the areas of interest of each unit.
The Faculty Banner displays the univer-
sity colors, red with black, and features 
the university seal encircled by the words 
“Seal of Texas Tech University.” The seal 
was designed by William Ward Watkin, 
the original campus master 
planner, in 1924. The 
shield is a black escutcheon 
quartered by a red cross, 
on which are arrayed 10 
cotton bolls, symbolic of 
the importance of cotton to 
West Texas and represent-
ing Lubbock County and 
the nine surrounding cot-
ton-producing counties. These symbols 
also reflect one of the original missions 
of Texas Technological College: “To pro-
vide students with a thorough education 
in textiles and technical engineering.” 
The shield features emblems that evoke 
the university, community, state and 
nation. In the upper-right quadrant, a 
book symbolizes religion and academic 
traditions. A star in the upper-left corner 
stands for the Lone Star State of Texas. In 
the lower left a key represents home, and 
in the lower right the lamp of knowl-
edge indicates the primary mission of 
Texas Tech University: “To develop and 
advance knowledge.” Above the shield, 
an eagle, the national bird of the United 
States, spreads its wings. Mindful of the 
claims of all these constituencies, the 
faculty of the university create, transmit, 
and preserve knowledge.
The College of Agricultural Sciences & 
Natural Resources was one of the four 
founding schools of the university in 
1924. The college banner was redesigned 
for use in the May 2005 graduation. Dr. 
Marvin Cepica, former 
dean of the college, 
developed the design 
with approval and 
input from the College 
Marketing Committee. 
The background color, 
maize, was established 
by the Intercollegiate 
Code to represent the 
agricultural disciplines. 
The design, with a map of the continent 
of North America, reflects the global 
scope of modern agriculture and natural 
resources management.
The dimensions and proportions of 
the College of Architecture banner 
are based on the Golden Ratio creating 
the Golden Rectangle, 
within which is the 
logarithmic Golden 
Spiral. The ancient 
Greeks recognized these 
geometries as significant 
and aesthetically pleas-
ing, and architects from 
Vitruvius to Corbusier 
have used these pro-
portions as a means of design. The blue 
diagonal lines represent the architectural 
diagram, while the blue-violet fabric, 
the designated color for Architecture, is 
woven in a chevron pattern represent-
ing the complexity of digital design and 
fabrication. The banner was designed by 
David Isern and Simon Alvarez, gradu-
ates of the college.
The blue background color of the Col-
lege of Education banner reflects the 
light blue color designated for education 
by the Intercollegiate 
Code and is also seen 
in the velvet border of 
education master’s and 
doctoral hoods and 
doctoral gowns. The 
upper area of the banner 
carries a school building 
encircled by the words 
“College of Education” 
and “Scholarship, Lead-
ership, Service” to represent the primary 
roles of the college as a unit dedicated 
to preparing teachers and furthering 
educational scholarship, leadership, and 
service. The Double T logo appears at the 
bottom of the banner.
The Jerry S. Rawls College of Business 
banner was designed through a collab-
orative effort of the staff in the college’s 
Undergraduate Services 
Center. The background 
color of the banner is 
drab. The central image 
on the banner is a map 
of the world centered on 
Lubbock with the Texas 
Tech University Double 
T symbol rising from a 
focal point in the South 
Plains. Below are the 
words “Excellence in a Global Market.” 
The banner symbolizes the impact of 
globalization in the modern business 
environment.
The College of Arts & Sciences banner 
was redesigned in 2014 by Randy Lacy, 
unit coordinator in the 
college. Crafted with 
classical typography and 
bold lines, the banner 
replaces the previous col-
lege seal with the famous 
Double T logo. The red 
and black colors appro-
priately represent the 
largest and most diverse 
college in the university. 
The Graduate School banner is blue. 
Imposed on this background is a white 
circle within a light blue one. These 
circles contain the image of a golden 
open book and a burning lamp. The 
open book symbolizes knowledge and 
the lamp represents a 
light by which to study. 
The banner was designed 
by the late Associate 
Dean Thomas Langford 
and Ms. Beth Cain, who 
was a Graduate School 
staff member and artist 
for many years.
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of Visual & Performing 
Arts” in silver, linked by a 
dynamic red ampersand 
representing the merging 
of three departments into 
the college. Centered in 
the banner is the college’s 
original award-winning 
logo designed by the Price 
Group in 2002, the same year the college 
was founded. The logo is a circle divided 
into three sectors, each representing one 
of the three units of the college: a blue 
eye for the School of Art, a red lyre for 
the School of Music, and a golden spot-
light for the School of Theatre and Dance. 
All three artistic icons are encased by a 
circular banner which reads: “Texas Tech 
University.” The shape of the banner was 
selected through a student competition, 
and the banner was made by personnel in 
the Costume Shop of the Department of 
Theatre and Dance.
The symbols on the Texas Tech Uni-
versity Libraries’ banner reinforce the 
idea that the Library is the center of 
knowledge on campus. As such, it is the 
guardian and giver of knowledge and 
information. The key in 
the foreground of the 
banner symbolizes the 
Libraries’ role as guard-
ian and safe keeper of 
all ideas. In the not too 
distant past, knowl-
edge was considered 
sacred or something 
that was best kept 
locked away, thus the symbolism of the 
key. The flames symbolize the Libraries’ 
other and equally important role as the 
giver of knowledge, providing access to 
wisdom. For centuries, the use of fire was 
believed to be man’s first step on the path 
to civilization; one characteristic of fire is 
its ability to spread, which represents the 
Library’s role as purveyor of knowledge. 
The colors of the flames symbolize the 
three broad branches of knowledge; scar-
let for humanities, gold for sciences, and 
the purple flame for social sciences. 
The banner of the Edward E. Whitacre 
Jr. College of Engineering features the 
seal of the college set on a field of orange, 
the academic color for 
engineering. The seal of 
the college, inspired by a 
2009 design by chemi-
cal engineering student 
Unwana Essien, is 
encircled with a border 
of red, white, and black, 
symbolizing the spirit of 
Texas Tech University 
and the Red Raiders. 
The two stars represent the ethical duty 
of engineers to themselves and society. 
The four symbols in the center of the seal 
stand for the foundations of engineering:
• The light bulb, surrounded by a ribbon 
and questions, represents the inspiration 
of engineers to answer questions and 
solve problems.
• The square and globe represent the 
engineer’s work as building blocks for the 
world.
• The hammer and screwdriver represent 
the practical application of the engineer’s 
work.
• The atomic figure surrounding the 
beaker represents the confluence of math, 
science, and technology in the mind of 
the engineer.
The Honors College banner features 
a sky blue field onto which is placed a 
silhouette of one of the 
Administration Building 
bell towers in dark blue. 
Superimposed on the sil-
houette is the Honors Col-
lege emblem in gold: an 
open book that transforms 
into a bird taking flight. 
This symbol represents 
how learning stimulates 
human creativity. At the 
bottom of the banner are 
the words in gold: “University Honors 
College.”
The College of Human Sciences ban-
ner was redesigned in 2016 and adapted 
from an original design by former faculty 
member Dr. Ben Goh. The design depicts 
an adult, an adolescent, and a child. The 
diversity of faces and ages represents the 
families and commu-
nities served by the 
college in its mission to 
improve and enhance 
human lives through 
teaching, research, and 
outreach. The image of 
the globe represents the 
goal of not only serving 
the lives of those in the 
local community, but also connecting 
with the global community.
The College of Media & Communica-
tion banner illustrates waves of informa-
tion emanating from a single point—one 
voice heard by many. The banner is white 
with a crimson back-
ground framing waves 
of information reaching 
the public. Crimson is 
the color assigned by the 
Intercollegiate Code to 
journalism, the com-
mon core subject area 
of the college. The white 
field represents honesty, 
decency, and purity. Beneath the crimson 
is the name of the college. 
The banner for University Programs 
exhibits the colors of Texas Tech with a 
red background trimmed in black. The 
focus of the banner is the silhouette of 
the Administration Building’s bell tower, 
which is an iconic sym-
bol of Texas Tech. Just as 
the university is com-
prised of many parts, 
University Programs 
integrates multiple 
programs from colleges 
across the university. 
The traditional Double 
T placed in a window of 
the tower signifies the 
future that awaits students who complete 
these programs in preparation for suc-
cessful careers.
The J.T. & Margaret Talkington College 
of Visual & Performing Arts banner is 
black with a blue drape surmounted by 
a silver swathe that evokes the creative 
energy infused in all the arts. The top of 
the banner features the words “College 
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Wearing academic dress at commencement ceremo-nies dates from the early history of the oldest uni-versities created during the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries. Because educated people were almost always of 
the clergy, the black gown is an adaptation of the “cope,” a 
long mantle or cloak of silk or other cloth worn by church 
dignitaries in processions and on other occasions. The long 
gown and cowl (similar to the academic hood of today) were 
worn by priests and monks for warmth in the cold medieval 
buildings.
In the early centuries, a great diversity of color and style of 
cap, gown, and hood appeared in different universities of 
Europe. The European custom of wearing academic dress was 
later introduced at American colleges. Not until after 1895 
was a uniform academic code of dress adopted by most U.S. 
colleges and universities. Today, the black robe, hood, and 
cap are worn at most institutions of higher learning. Some 
institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other 
than the customary black.
The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary ac-
cording to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. Usually 
the bachelor’s robe has long pointed sleeves and the master’s 
has oblong sleeves, square at the end with a slit at the elbow. 
The doctoral gown is a more elaborate robe faced down the 
front with velvet and across the bell-shaped sleeves with 
three bars of velvet. The velvet facing and bars may be of the 
color distinctive to the field of study. 
The doctoral hood has side panels and is slightly longer than 
the one worn for the master’s degree. The color used in the 
velvet border of the hood indicates the field of study. The 
velvet border is widest on the doctor’s hood, and the colors of 
the lining indicate the college or university that conferred the 
degree. 
For example, those who have received advanced degrees from 
Texas Tech University wear hoods lined with red and black. 
The Oxford—the so-called mortarboard—is black and has a 
long tassel fastened to the center. The tassel is usually worn 
with the pendant over the left front of the cap. Different 
colored tassels are often worn on the bachelor’s and master’s 
caps to indicate the type of degree. The tassel on the cap of 
the doctoral candidate, except for professional degrees, is 
either gold or black. The doctoral degree holders may also 
wear the velvet tam with a gold tassel. 
Candidates for the undergraduate degree will wear the tas-
sel on the right side of the cap at commencement. After the 
degrees have been conferred, baccalaureate degree  
recipients will turn the tassel to the left side of the cap, thus 
showing that they are now graduates. Those graduates who 
have the official Texas Tech Alumni Association class ring are 
invited to turn their rings at this time.
Candidates wearing red cords have earned the Latin designa-
tions of cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude 
based on a minimum 3.5 cumulative grade point average. 
Candidates wearing kite-shaped medallions are Honors Col-
lege graduates earning a minimum of 24 hours of Honors 
coursework. Medallions with red ribbons indicate a notation 
of “With Honors” (non-thesis) and gold ribbons indicating a 
notation of “With Highest Honors” (thesis). 
Phi Beta Kappa students may wear their membership key as 
well as the society’s dark blue honor stole and/or pink and 
blue honor cords. Members of Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar Board, 
and other honor societies may likewise display their societ-
ies’ medallions and honor cords. Texas Tech University has 
five university-wide honoraries: Golden Key, Mortar Board, 
Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi. 
MASTER’S ROBE: Velvet facing around the neck corresponds to 
color representing the field of study; hood lining represents the  
colors of the institution that conferred the degree. 
DOCTORAL ROBE: Velvet facing on front of robe and three bars 
on sleeve correspond to color representing the field of study; hood lin-
ing represents the colors of the institution that conferred the degree. 
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COLORS REPRESENTING FIELDS OF STUDY
The following is a list of colors established by the Intercollegiate Code representing 
departments of learning and fields of study:
Maize | Agriculture
Blue-Violet | Architecture
White | Arts, Letters and Humanities
Drab | Business Administration
Lilac | Dentistry
Copper | Economics
Light Blue | Education
Orange | Engineering
Brown | Fine Arts
Russet | Forestry
Maroon | Human Sciences
Crimson | Journalism
Purple | Law




Silver Gray | Oratory (Speech)
Olive Green | Pharmacy
Dark Blue | Philosophy
Sage Green | Physical Education
Peacock Blue | Public Administration
Salmon Pink | Public Health
Gold-Yellow | Science
Citron | Social Work
Scarlet | Theology or Divinity
Gray | Veterinary Science
HONOR CORDS / MEDALLION
The following is a list of honor cords/medallions issued by colleges. 
Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources | Green 
Architecture | White and Gold 
Arts & Sciences | Royal Blue  
Business Administration | Royal Blue and Gold 
Education | Jade Green and Violet 
Engineering | Orange 
Honors | Honors Medallion 
Human Sciences | Maroon 
Media & Communication | Crimson 
University Programs | Red 
Visual & Performing Arts | Brown 
Wind Energy | Blue and Green
UNDERGRADUATE ROBE: A red stole displaying the Double T and 
seal of Texas Tech University distinguishes students receiving baccalaureate 
degrees. Degree candidates wearing red cords will graduate with honors 
designations based on a minimum 3.5 GPA.
TEXAS TECH COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
GRADUATE PHOTOGRAPHS
A professional photographer will be taking photos of graduates 
as they receive their diplomas. You may view and order photos 
online at www.candidcolorphotography.com. Click on “view 
proofs” and then “graduations.” Images will be posted within 
48 hours of the ceremony. Photographers also will be available 
after the ceremony for photos of friends and family with the 
graduates. Photographers will be located outside the arena 
near the north parking lot. There is no charge or obligation for 
having these photos taken. 
COMMENCEMENT DVD
The Texas Tech Alumni Association encourages graduates to 
order a Texas Tech Commencement DVD to commemorate their 
achievement. The $45 purchase also will include a one-year Tex-
as Tech Alumni Association gift membership. This membership 
will help graduates stay connected to Texas Tech. To reserve 
a copy of today’s ceremony, complete and mail an order form 
located at one of the tables in each corner of the concourse. Do 
not leave the forms on the tables. Please mail them to the ad-
dress on the form. To learn more about the Alumni Association, 
visit www.TexasTechAlumni.org or call 806.742.3641. 
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The first athletic teams of the university 
were known as the Matadors, a name 
that reflected the Spanish architectural 
influence on campus. The change from 
Matadors to Red Raiders occurred after 
a Lubbock Avalanche-Journal writer com-
mented on the red uniforms and strong 
season of the 1932 football team, saying 
“the Red Raiders from Texas Tech” were 
the terror of the Southwest Conference. 
The name caught on and by 1936 the 
team was renamed the Red Raiders. No 
changes were ever made to the lyrics of 
the school song, which was penned in 
1930. Page from 1936 Student Handbook 
courtesy of the Southwest Collection.
